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No free kick
UCF's schedule will
feature some of the
nation's most talented
- SEE SPORTS, A11

.,
FOOD

700 POUNDS OF
CHEESE AND

CRACKERS
It's George Washington,Thomas
Jefferson,Teddy Roosevelt and Abe
Lincoln - carved out of a giant block of
cheese.Troy Landwehr used his carving
tools to tum a 700-pound block of Lancf
O'Lakes cheddar into a replica of Mount
Rushmore.The cheese carver and
winemaker was commissioned by
Cheez-lt to make the monumental

Differential tuition bill passed
UF, FSU and USF allowed to charge more tuition
ZAILEEN ROACH

'

Contributing Writer

In an unexpected turn of
events Wednesday, Gov. Charlie Crist signed a bill that will
allow three of Florida's public
universities to charge undergraduate students an additional $1,000 in tuition over the
course of several years.
And if university offiCials
and lobbyists have their way,
UCF will eventually be included in that group.
· "It is important that we
work together to have excellent institutions of higher education in this state," Crist told

the Associated Press. "But
times are tight"
The University of Florida
and Florida State University
will be permitted to charge a
fee up to 40 percent of the
schools' established tuition
rates. The University of South
Florida will be able to charge a
fee up to 30 percent of its
tuition. However, the fees which will not be covered by
the Bright Futures Scholarship
or the Florida Prepaid College
Plan bought after July of this
year - must be gradually
introduced in increments ofno
more than 15 percent per year.
"They're sympathetic to

what Florida families are dealing with, with insurance and
property taxes and things like
that," Crist said
The governor threatened to
veto the bill as he recently
vetoed a state-Wide, 5 percent
tuition increase. Describing
the tuition differential as
"doomed," Crist encouraged
universities to tighten their
budgets just as Florida families
are.
After a meeting with UCF
President John Hitt and the
presidents of Florida's 10 other
public universities - all unanPLEASE SEE

SGAS ON A6
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Gov. Charlie Crist signed the differential tuition bill into law Wednesday, despite having
called the legislation "doomed." Universities have promised not to raise tuition until '08.
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IT'S SPRING AND THE KITTENS ARE IN BLOOM
POLICE.

MYWEINERMOBILE
HAS ARECORD, IT'S

warns
•
you1n
a flash

S-T-0-L-E-N
An Arizona Highway Patrol officer pulled
over the Wienermobile after its plates
came back as, well, hot. The
Wienermobile was on the road for a
promotion in which contestants sing the
Oscar Mayer jingle for a shot at ·
appearing in a commercial and winning
American Idol tickets.The plates had .
been stolen back in February.

Thorguard signals.
students of lightning
JEFFREY RILEY
Contributing Writer

·,,

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

EXPECT ROAD
CLOSURES, TRAFFIC ON
CAMPUS THIS MONTH
Starting Monday, all eastbound and
·westbound lanes on Gemini Boulevard
North will be closed to traffic between
Greek Park Drive and West Plaza Drive.
Parts of Gemini Boulevard East will be
closed this week.

LOCAL &STATE, A2 ,

EVERGLADES
RESTORATION GETS
BOOST WITH NEW LAW
Gov. Charlie Crist signed a law
Thursday that would provide millions
of additional dollars for cleanup efforts
and granting the state new authority
over pollution throughout the vast
wetlands.The bill was unanimously
passed by the Legislature in May.

NATION &WORLD, A4

MODIFIED BOEING 747
BRINGS SPACE SHUTILE
ATLANTIS HOME
Ajumbo jet carrying the space shuttle
Atlantis took off Sunday on a return
trip to the shuttle's launch site at
Kennedy Space Center in Florida. NASA
spokesman Bill Johnson said the
shuttle could arrive as late as Tuesday.
.,.
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Hello, kitties!
Animal Services
sees feline boom
TARA YOUNG
Staff Writer

April showers and May flowers
aren't the only things that springtime
has to offer.
Dozens of kittens are born during Orange County Animal Services and other pet
these late spring months, making adoption agencies are frantically working to find
homes for hundreds of kittens. Summer time usually
early summer a crucial time for cat sees
a huge boom in the kitten population, and some
adoptions, and making the month of agencies are trying new things to get them adopted.
June the national.American Humane
Association Adopt-a-Cat Month.
"It's almost like if you equate it to cide with the springtime."
the rebirth of the flowers and trees,"
On Saturday, OCAS, in lieu of the
said Vanessa Bouffard, marketing and booming cat and kitten season and in
public relations program coordinator honor of the last Saturday of Adoptat Orange County Animal Services. a-Cat Month, offered "souped-up
"Well, it's the same thing with cats. starter kits" for up to 30 new cat or
This is the time when they're being kitten adoptions. The shelter is curborn, and the births happen to coin- rently swamped with thousands of

felines, brought in as either strays,
abandoned, lost and found or ownersurrendered.
"We always offer a goody bag on
all the adoptions, but with this cat
adoption project we're offering extra
incentives such as litter, some treats
and things of that nature," Bouffard
said.
The special starter kits included a
5-pound bag of cat food, cat litter,
toys, treats, deodorizer, videos and
pet care guidelines. They also raffled
off a litter box, ~cratching post, cat
bed and other items.
This is the first time the OCAS has
offered this adoption incentive, and
they hope it will bring in many potential adopters.
'We're going to see the success of
this year because it's the first year
we're doing this and, depending on
that, we can see if we will be able to
do it again next year," Bouffard said.
PLEASE SEE

SHELTERS ON AS

Florida is right in the middle of
its lightning season, and UCF has
implemented a system to warn
everyone on campus of any incoming lightning storms.
The Thorguard Lightning Prediction and Warning System sit s
on top of the Recreation and Wellness Center, with remote speakers
in a comer of the intramural sports
fields.
When a storm approaches,
Thorguard reads the amount of
electrical discharge between the
Earth's surface and the storm
cloud. If it gets too high. too close
to campus, an alarm goes off to
warn students.
·
"It makes it for certain. No one
is going to argue with it," said Jim
Wilkening, associate director of
programs for the RWC. "That
makes it a great form of support."
The RWC purchased the initial
system in 2005 for $14,000 after
researching the product for nearly
a year. Every aspect of the system
was looked at, including the actual
tone of the horn.
They wanted to find a tone that
would not conflict with any other
possible warning system's emitted
sound
According to the National
Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration, lightning is the the most
consistent killer among bad weather, with the highest number of
strikes occurring in June, July and
August.
There are multiple lightning
detection systems on the market,
PLEASE SEE
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Virginia Tech spurs Counseling Center changes
WHITNEY HAMRICK
StaffWriter

The UCF Counseling Center hopes to make the campus
safer after the massacre at Vrrginia Tech by training resident assistants to recognize
the warning signs of depression, anxiety and suicide
through the Question/Persuade/Refer suicide preven-

tion program.
According to the American
Psychiatric Association, "Half
of all college students report
feeling so depressed at some
point in time that they have
trouble functioning. If left
untreated depression can lead
to'suicide. Suicide is the third
leading cause of death for
those aged 15-24 and the second leading cause of death of

college students."
According to the American
College Health Association's
2006 national data,9.3 percent
of the college students they
surveyed reported having
contemplated suicide at least
once. In addition, L3 percent
of students surveyed reported
having attempted suicide at
least once.
QPR has traine.d more than

600 people since August
2006. The Counseling Center
plans to reach 1,000 by the
end of the year.
College can be an unexpected culture shock to
incoming freshmen and transfer students, leading to isolation, anxiety and depression.
The Counseling Center hopes
to educate more students, faculty and staff about the impor-

tance of mental health.
"I think when we say mental health, people automatically go to the negative," David
Wallace, director of the Counseling Center, said ''Yes, people do have these problems,
and depression and anxiety
are the two big ones. Of all
these mental health concerns,
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Traffic on Gemini to be rerouted
Starting today, all eastbound
and westbound lanes on Gemini Boulevard North will be
closed to traffic between Greek
Park Drive and West Plaza
Drive, the intersection directly
in front of the Alumni Center.
Both intersections will
remain open, although access
to some lanes may be restricted
at times. The project is expected to last throughout July.
Gemini Boulevard East will
be closed between the north
and south entrances of Garage
C (East Parking Garage) until
this Friday, to allow for the
installation of storm drains.

•
•
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Editor in Chief
Abe Aboraya x213
editor@(entra/FloridaFuturecom

Upcoming negotiation session

Opinions Editor

The next negotiating session
between the UCF Board of
Trustees and United Faculty of
Florida will be held from 10:30
am. to 3 p.m. Friday, July 13, in
Room 243 of Millican Hall.
For a negotiation status
update, visit http://www.collectivebargaining.ucf.edu/pages/A
nnounce.htm

Matt Morrison x213

Sports Editor
Melissa Heyboer x215
sports@CentralFloridaFuture.com

Striking back violence

Career Services and Experiential Learning will be hosting a
seminar on Tuesday.
The seminar will focus on
decision-making skills. For
more information, call 407-823-

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

New law gives millions of dollars a
year to Everglades restoration
STUART Everglades
restoration got a boost Thursday with Gov. Charlie Crist's
signing of a law providing millions of additional dollars for
cleanup efforts and granting the
state new authority over pollution throughout the vast wetlands.
"People all over the world
recognize the importance of
the Everglades," Crist said.
"It's amazing how quickly
Mother Nature comes back
just by giving her a little bit of
an assist."
Florida
is
currently
entrenched in a multibillion
dollar partnership with the
federal government to restore
the Everglades. Under that
2000 Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan, or
CERP, the state and Congress
are supposed to each allocate
$200 million a year toward
cleanup efforts although Florida has committed more than
$2 billion.
The new law, among other
things, authorizes the Legislature to allocate an additional
$100 million a year to Everglades restoration projects not
included in CERP, said Carol
Wehle, director of the South
Florida Water Management
District, which oversees Everglades water. The district would
then match those funds, creating a total of $200 million a year
in new funding for Everglades
projects, she said
Work under CERP has been
limited to areas south of Lake
Okeechobee, a backup drinking
water source for millions in
South Florida and the lifeblood
of the Everglades.
The new law recognizes that
the Everglades is a larger system that starts near Orlando
with water coming south
through the Kissimmee River
basin and eventually into Lake
Okeechobee.
The bill was unanimously
passed by the Legislature in
May and highlighted a rare consensus between environmentalists, farmers and lawmakers.
PLEASE SEE
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Victim Services
tries to raise cash

Jenny Andreasson x214
variety@CentralFloridaFuture.com

MARK SCHAUB
Contributing Writer

National Campus Safety
Awareness Month and
Domestic Violence Awareness Month take place in
. September and October,
respectively, but that doesn't
mean UCF Victim Services
isn't already preparing for
their annual events later this
year.
In the last month, Victim
Services held two car washes to raise funds for the
weeklong events, and they
have more fundraisers on
the horizon.
This September, Victim
Services will host the "Stand
Up. Speak Out." event the
week of Sept. 10. The event
coincides with National
Campus Safety Awareness
Month.
'We're going to be covering hate crimes, sexual
assault, domestic violence,
stalking and hazing," said
Megan Licata, a junior organizational communications major and student director of
Michelle Quinones, a victim · Volunteer
UCF, helps at one ofVi~im Services' car washes to raise money for events.
advocate and coordinator of
the event.
During Domestic Vio- we also accept donations," da Much like Victim Serlence Awareness Month in Hayes said. 'We have the vices, The Center is an outOctober, Victim Services sponges to get the love bugs reach program for people in
need.
features its "Strike Back off," Hayes said.
Money raised from the
"We serve as resources
Against Domestic Violence"
car washes will go toward for any kind of social servicevent.
The events this year will the events in September and es," said Jim Sherlock, execfocus more on reaching the October. Money left over utive director of The Center.
Hispanic and black commu- will go straight into the vic- 'We also host a lot of supnities and will also work to tims' fund. The victims' port groups here and a lot of
reach the gay, lesbian, bisex- fund allows Victim Services social events as well."
Even though the "Strike
ual and transgender com- to provide immediate help
to those in need
Back'' event supports all of
munity.
"Maybe somebody has to those affected by domestic
"That's why we're putting that out there and try- get out of a relationship, and violence, the GLBT commuing to get them to come to they don't have any clothes nity has been a recent focus.
·~ lot of times people
the events, to know that with them or any food ... we
there's help when they need can buy them a gift card," become isolated," Sherlock
it," said Carl Hayes, a victim said Charlotte Hewkin, a said. ·~ lot of people take
advocate with Victim Ser- victim advocate of Victim home the mentality that
they're somehow responsivices and coordinator of the Services.
There will be at least two ble for this tragic event that
"Strike Back" event.
Victim Services has victim advocates at every happened in their life, and I
already raised $400. They car wash to answer ques- think that the underlying
will hold two more fundrais- tions. Passersby will have thing to recover from a situing opportunities in July: their chance to learn more ation and to make sure that
Saturday, July 14, at the about Victim Services and the next relationship isn't a
parasitic relationship is to
Sam's Club on 355 E. the help they provide.
This year, because the understand that you don't
Semoran Blvd and Saturday,
July 21, at the Wal-Mart "Strike Back'' event's focus go through these alone."
According to the Florida
Supercenter at 11250 E. Colo- is the GLBT community,
Victim Services is partner- Attorney General 2005 Year
nial Drive.
"Everything's donation ing up with The Center, in Review, the last annual
based. If you don't want to which is the GLBT commu- report published, more than
get your car washed, then nity center of Central Flori- 3,600 domestic violence

LOCAL ON A4

What: Afundraiser to raise
money for victim services
When: Saturday,July 14
Where: Sam's Club at 355 E.
Semoran Blvd..

Car wash fundraiser:
What: Afundraiser to raise
money for victim services
When: Saturday, July 21.
Where: Wal-Mart Supercenter at
11250 E. Colonial Drive

Stand up. Speak out:
What: Victim Services will host
"Stand Up.Speak Out."to raise
awareness about domestic violence.
When: Monday, September 1O
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relocation assistance claims
were filed in Florida, with
$2.5 million paid by the Division of Victim Services and
Criminal Justice Programs.
In addition, there is a
large homeless population
in Florida, but estimating
the number of those who
are homeless because of
their sexual orientation is
nearly impossible.
"Their kids automatically
become homeless. They
have nowhere to go,
nowhere to turn. In the past,
we've had parents bring
their kids here, put them on
the doorstep and say, 'You're
gay. Go deal with them
because you're not a part of
our life,"' Sherlock said.
The "Strike Back" event
will culminate with a concert headlined by local
bands to make students
aware of the help offered by
Victim Services.
This year's event is looking to be better than last
year's, Hayes said, and leading up to the event, Victim
Services will be raffling a
spa package, a Winn-Dixie
gift card and other prizes to
be determined.
Money
raised from the raffle will
contribute to the victims'
fund.
Also at this year's event,
students of Florida Metropolitan University will provide free massages. Free food
will also be provided
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LOCAL WEATHER

Today
TSTORMS
LIKELY

High:91°
Low:75°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Tuesday

Today: Calm wind becoming east
between 5 and 10 mph.Chance of
precipitation is 60 percent.
Tonight: A30 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms. East
wind between 5 and 10 mph.

TSTORMS LIKELY

Wednesday
CHANCE TSTORMS

High:89°
Low:75°
High:88°
Low:75°

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus column, send a fax to 407-447-4556
or an e-mail to editor@CentralFloridaFuture.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Wednesday for
the Monday edition. During the
summer semester, the Future
only prints once a week.

•
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•
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Hookas, Pyrex, Hand pipes, Papers, Blunts, Salvia, Body Oeaners, Jewelry, Incense,
Can Safes, Shisila, Fine Tobaccos, Herbal Smoke

Amazon Village Mall
11100 E. Colonial Or. #127 • Orlando, FL32817 • 407-273-5020
18+ ·ID Required

Please Contact:

Leti Martin&
305-338-0954

prestigeboatlOp!@bellsouth.net

Apt Description: 2bedroom 1bathroom
Very spacious· Brand New Carpet and Paint ·WaterView From
All Rooms and lMng Room·Washerand Dryer• lstAoor·
Screened in Patio
· Community Amenities:
•Beautiful Water Falls· Beautiful Oubhouse with Cateling
kitchen· Pool &Spa· Balbecue Areas· Fitness Center· Lighted
Tennis Court· lakefront Jogging Trail· Chikfren~ Playground •
Car Care Center· Indoor Movie Theatre w/ Popcorn Machine
Rent
$1,lOOmonthly

Mid Florida Dermatology Associates, P.A.
Dermatology & Dermatological Surgery

•

Laura L. Mays, P.A.-C.

•

National Certified Physician Assist ant

829 Woodbury Rd, Suite 103
Orlando, FL32828

For Appointments: 407-299-7333
www.fladermdoc.com
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Grant offered for educational studies minor
teachers in the state of Florida
A succeed grant, developed
by the state, was set up to
Did you ever want to pur- attract potential math and scisue a teaching career but held ence candidates to teaching.
back because you weren't an The grant will help pay the
education major? If so, the · tuition and books for those
educational studies depart- students.
ment at UCF can help you and
However, it's only eligible
maybe even pay for a few of for fall 2007.
your classes along the way.
"Unfortunately, the grant
The IMPACT program, money will run out August 31,
which is a grant-funded pro- so students need to sign up by
gram, was implemented at August 10," said Scott Wise, a
UCF to kick off the new edu- member of the IMPACT procational studies certificate and gram.
minor. This new minor will
Non-education
majors
allow non-education majors interested in the minor will
the chance to teach their area pursue the five core classes
ofconcentration. The program required of education majors,
began out of a demand for plus one upper-level restrict-

KIMBERLY HERNDON
Contributing Writer

ed elective in their area of
expertise. The electives are
math, science, English or
social science. The core classes include learning the legal,
ethical and safety issues
regarding schools, learning
theory, teaching strategies and
classroom management.
To receive a certificate, students only have to take four
core classes and an upperlevel elective.
Knowing how people learn
and receive information,
learning how to teach them
and how to manage a group
dynamic are great assets,
Wise said. These classes will
benefit all students regardless
of their major and will help

them gain the necessary tools
to stand out in the workforce.
While only math and science students are eligible to
receive incentive money, all
undergraduates can pursue an
education minor or certificate.
"It's a great way to market
yourself and further your
career," Wise said.
Getting the word out there
about the program and the
new minor hasn't been easy. In
January 2007, the educational
studies department began the
IMPACT campaign. In the
spring, Wise and some $tUdents began a marketing campaign on campus. They held
information seminars, talked
to classes and . printed

IMPACT T-shirts that read,
"Teach Your Passion."
Alyssa Bridge, an 18-yearold marketing major has
helped with the campaign
since April. She helped create a
marketing plan that included a
Facebook group and a Web
site.
Last Thursday in the marketplace, she sat at an information table answering questions
and handing out the IMPACT
T-shirts. With all the new students here for summer classes,
student reaction was positive.
'We've had a lot ofresponse,
especially at the information
seminars," Bridge said 'Word
of mouth has been great"
Political science major Kyla

Suicide poses
major risk to
student health

iWantone

FROM

Al

we want to · be here to help
people, but on the other end of
that, how can we help people
prevent the problems that are
occurring?"
The training takes up to
two hours and is the suicide
equivalent of CPR, said Vivian
Ortiz, the area coordinator for
Tower IV and a QPR trainer.
Training, centers on talking
people through the crisis, perANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
suading them to get help and
Senior business marketing major Matt Werner holds up his new Apple iPhone outside the AT&T store at Waterford Lakes Town Center Friday. Werner was in line four hours before
referring them to a place
the store opened and was one of the first patient customers to leave the store after spending $630 on his iPhone. Nearly 50 people waited outside the store in anticipation of
where they can get help.
the release of the new iPhone, and police officers stood outside in case disorderly conduct broke out.
"QPR stresses that we are
not counselors," Ortiz said.
"You are not to assume the
responsibility of counseling
that person. You are only there
to help them through that one
moment and immediately
ROBYN SIDERSKY
refer them to the professionthe ride.
Staff Writer
The new offices were built als."
Ortiz explained why it is so
in just two months, at the
request of German, and reside difficult to address the serious
On Tuesday, the UCF Col- Visit http://www.med.ud.edu/collegeofmedicine.html
lege of Medicine celebrated or G)ll Kim Minana at 407-882-1258 or e-m_
. on the third fl~or of Uniyersi- . issue of suicide.
ail her at
' 1There is a stigma associat'
ty Tuwer in Research Park.
the opening"of its temporary kminana@mail.ud.edu.
·
ed
with suicide," Ortiz said.
The temporary location is
offices in Research Park with
divided into four areas: faculty "To ask people if they are
.an open house.
With the celebration came
The seven new donors Judy and David Albertson, offices, a dean's suite, student going to commit suicide is
the announcement that seven funded eight scholarships, James Barnes, Florida Emer- affairs and a student learning very difficult to talk about in
society. The training is to
donors have stepped forward bringing the total amount col- gency Physicians Group and center.
The student ,learning cen- equip people to ask that very
to fund more first-year med- lected to an estimated $1.4 mil- Shuffield Lowman.
ical students. ·
lion.
UCF President John Hitt ter, taking up a majority of the serious question."
The goal isn't to look for a
Ten of the 40 scholarships and German welcomed the space, includes several small"It wasn't very long ago
group rooms, three exam mass murderer in the crowd
that this college was a dream," have been paid for, leaving 30 crowd
College Dean Dr. Deborah unpaid. Ideally, each student
'We have tremendous sup- rooms, a large lecture room, a but to reach out and help peoGerman said at the event. in the charter class will get port from the private sector computer room and library, a ple who may be suffering from
anxiety
or
"This is the first step of many $40,000 a year - $20,000 for and government," Hitt told the student work area, a lounge depression,
thoughts of suicide, Wallace
to make the medical school a tuition and $20,000 for living audience. ''.And it's expand- and even a balcony.
Students can handle fman- said.
able."
reality and to show you the expenses - for all four years.
"The program is not set up
But the lofty goal comes
real tangible evidence that it
German spoke of the med- cial and admission concerns
will happen."
with the hefty price tag of $6.4 ical school being a dream not in the student affairs area The to identify the specific diffiThe next medical school million in private donations.
too long ago and reminded the faculty offices are yet to be culties [Seung-Hui Cho] had,
milestone will be a site visit by
Additional donors include crowd that the process of filled because no faculty has but it will help concerned
individuals recognize people
the Liaison Committee on Florida Hospital, funding two earning preliminary accredi- been hired yet.
UCF News and Information in distress and help them get
Medical Education in Decem- scholarships, Sonny's Fran- tation is a long journey and
the help they need," said Wade
ber.
chise Co., Bank of America, encouraged them to stay for contributed to this report.

•

•

Med school finds seven more donors

111

Tan jumped on the marketing
bandwagon in June. She was
with Bridge in the marketplace helping to spread the
word.
"I was very excited about
the project," Tan said. "I wanted to get involved"
Wise advises students to
seek out their advisers or contact the educational studies
department before applying
for the minor.
·
"Make sure you're doing it
right and getting the right
information," Wise said.
For more information, contact educational studies at
esm@mail.ucf.edu or the
IMPACT Web site at http://
impacteducation.uc£edu

TO DONATE

Arnold, a pre-doctoral intern
at the Counseling Center and
coordinator of QPR training.
In hindsight, the actions of
Seung-Hui Cho prior to the
deaths of 32 students are perceived as warning signs, Wallace said, but what warning is
there for an occurrence so
rare and unpredictable?
"We can talk about it all day
long," Wallace ·said. "We can
be armchair quarterbacks for
most kinds of awful events
and say, Well if somebody had
seen this or this ... ' after the
fact, we can see it all. The real-:
ity is it is very difficult, if not
impossible, to predict the
behavior of one individual :..
that any one person would
carry things to that extent."
The Counseling Center
staff-to-student ratio is one to
about every 3,200 students. ·
The center will hire another
psychologist for the position
of associate director for prevention and compulsive
behavior before the fall
semester with goals of one
staff member to every 1,500
students.
The UCF security task
force has suggested a mental
health course requirement for
general education. The course
is still in the . hypothetical
stages, but Wallace said it
would be a great preventative
tool.
"It could be a wonderful
possibility. Any kind of venue
or focal point that we can
bring .students together for
learning, growing, interacting
and thinking about these
things," Wallace said. 'We are
really putting a focus on getting that kind of mentality into
the university more and
more."
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Attorney says death row inmate
should be kept alive, studied
TITUSVILLE - Death
row inmate Mark Dean
Schwab is a "scientific mystery" who should be spared
execution so he .c an be further studied to prevent other
pedophiles from raping and
killing children, his attorney
said.
Schwab, 38, was sentenced
to death for the 1991 kidnapping, rape, torture and murder ofll-year-old Junny RiosMartinez of Cocoa. Schwab,
who had just been released
from prison for raping another child, targeted Junny after
seeing his picture in a newspaper.
''.As long as he's alive he is
available for psychological
research, examinations and
evaluations, which could in
the future prevent a person
from becoming so fully misoriented as to commit a
crime that Mr. Schwab stands
guilty of today," Titusville
attorney Kenneth Studstill
wrote in a petition to be
reviewed by the Office of
Executive Clemency.
Junny's family plans to
·urge Gov. Charlie Crist in
September to carry out the
death sentence.
State Attorney Norman
Wolfinger said Schwab can
still serve science in death.
"We have sharks and
whales wash up on the beach
all the time and scientists can
study them," he said. "I have
no objection if they want to
study him after he receives
his injection."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Institutions protect environment
with climate-neutral plans
DURHAM, N.H. - The
schools of New Hampshire's
university system have joined
nearly 300 other colleges and
universities around the country to fight global warming by
reducing
greenhouse-gas
emissions.
The effort, called the
American College and University Presidents Climate
Commitment, involves a
range of goals from building
all new structures to green
standards to buying electricfrom
renewable
.ity
resources.
The commitment calls for
all institutions to create a plan
for becoming climate neutral
- a state in which institutions have no net increase in
greenhouse gas emissions.
Within two months of
signing the commitment,
institutions must establish a
way to develop a plan, and
within a year they must complete an inventory of all
greenhouse gas emissions.
Within two years, institutions must have a plan,
including a target date for
achieving climate neutrality
and goals for including the
issue in curriculum or educational experiences for students.
· University system schools
already have been working to
be more energy conscious
and efficient.
Plymouth State University
is. one of the first colleges or
universities to earn national
recognition for building a
new, energy conscious dorm.
It also runs numerous environmental research programs
and has created an interdisciplinary environmental studies maj<;>r.
. Keene State College began
a campus emissions inventory in 2005 and has converted
all campus diesel vehicles to
biodiesel in collaboration
with the city of Keene.
Granite State College is
forming an environmental
advisory committee to integrate sustainable energy
practices through the college
and curriculum.
Other programs already in
place or being developed
include using electric vehicles, increased use of
biodiesel and a project that
could use landfill methane
gas for energy at UNH.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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The space shuttle Atlantis takes off atop its modified Boeing 747 carrier aircraft from
Edwards Air Force Base, Calif. on the first leg of its ferry flight back to the KSC Sunday.

Modified Boeing 747 carries
the space shuttre back to KSC ·

Israel to release $50 million in
frozen assets back to Palestine

EDWARDS AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. - A jumbo jet
carrying the space shuttle
Atlantis took off Sunday on a
return trip to the shuttle's
launch site at Kennedy
Space Center in Florida
A modified Boeing 747
. wit;h the shuttle mounted on
its back left from the Mojave
Desert air base at 6:05 am.
PDT, said Alan Brown, a
spokesman at NAS.A'.s Dryden Flight Research Ce11ter
at Edwards Air Force Base.
The
shuttle,
which
requires stops for refueling,
is not expected to arrive at
Cape Canaveral until at least
Monday, with the possibility
of a Tuesday arrival ifweather is bad, NASA spokesman
Bill Johnson said.
Atlantis, carrying seven
astronauts, landed June 22
after al4-daymission to continue building the international space station.
Unfavorable weather at
its Florida launch site forced
it to divert to its alternate
landing site in California

JERUSALEM - In agesture to the new Palestinian
government, Israel will
begin releasing some of the
hundreds of millions of dollars in Palestinian tax money
it has frozen for more than a
year, Israeli officials said
Sunday.
Miri Eisin, spokeswomari
for Prime Minister Ehud
Olmert, said at le~t $50 million would be sent to the
government of Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas.
Israel is trying · to bolster
Abbas in his standoff against
the rival Hamas militant
group, which violently
seized control of the Gaza
Strip last month.
Jacob Galanti, another
official in Olmert's office,
said the transfers would
begin later Sunday.
In the West Bank town of
Ramallah, officials in the
office of Abbas' prime minister, Salam Fayyad, said
Israel had said the money
would be transferred by
Monday.
They said the money is
needed to pay the salaries of
government workers.
Israel collects customs
duties on behalf of the Palestinians, then transfers the
money to the Palestinian
. government. The funds,
roughly $50 million a month,
are a key component of the
Palestinian
government
budget.
Israel cut off the transfers
after the Hamas militant
group was elected to power
in January 2006, saying
Barnas could use the money
to carry out attacks.
Israel announced last
month that it would begin
releasing the money to
Abbas after he dissolved a
unity government with
Hamas in the wake of the
militant group's takeover of

More arrests made in British
terrorist attack on Glasgow
GLASGOW, Scotland Police searched several
houses near Glasgow's airport and made a fifth arrest
Sunday in connection with a
fiery attack on its main terminal and foiled car bombings in London, which the
prime minister suggested
were carried out by terrorists linked to al-Qaida
The terrorist threat that
Britain faces is "long-term
and sustained," Prime Minister Gordon Brown said in a
nationally televised interview. It is clear, he said, ''that
we are dealing, in general
terms, with people who are
associated with al-Qaida"
After meeting with the
country's top intelligence
officers, police and senior
officials, Home Secretary
Jacqui Smith said Britain
would not be cowed.
On Friday, police thwarted an apparent plot to set off
a coordinated bomb attack
in central London when an
ambulance crew outside a
nightclub spotted ,smoke
coming from a Mercedes
found rigged with explosives. They found a second
Mercedes filled with explosives hours later.
And on Saturday, two
men rammed a flaming Jeep
into the main entrance of
Glasgow airport, shattering
the glass doors and igniting a
fire just yards from people
lined up at check-in counters.
·~-Qaida has imported
the tactics of Baghdad and
Bali to the streets ofthe UK,"
said Lord Stevens, Brown's
terrorism adviser.
The two men from the
Glasgow attack were in
police custody Sunday, one
of them under guard in the
hospital after being engulfed
in flames when the Jeep
crashed into the airport.
Early Sunday, police
arrested two people - a 26year-old man and a 27-yearold woman - on a major
highway in Cheshire, northern England, in a joint
swoop by officers from London and Birmingham, Scotland Yard said in London. A
fifth suspect was arrested in ·
Liverpool, police there said.
Britain on Saturday
raised its terror alert to "critical" - the highest possible
level - and the Bush administration announced plans to
increase security at airports
and on mass transit.

Gaza

Wildfire in Utah field kills 3,
nearby towns evacuated
NEOLA, Utah - A fastmoving wildfire charged
down a mountainside onto a
field, and a man and his
father who were working
there told the man's ll-yearold son to run.
Duane Houston escaped
the fire on the edge of the
Uinta National Forest, but
his father, 43-year-old Tracy
Houston, and his .grandfather, 63-year-old George
Houston, were killed by the
flames, authorities said. The
owner of the field; 75-yearold Roger Roberson, died at
a Salt Lake City hospital,
officials said Saturd~y.
The fire started Friday
morning north of Neola,
about 100 miles east of Salt
Lake City, and by Saturday
afternoon it had charred
about 23 square miles in the
northeastern· corner of the
state.
Officials said crews had
not begun to contain it and
more hot, windy weather
was forecast for Sunday. At
nearby Vernal, there was little wind Sunday morning,
but humidity was only 22
percent,
the
National
Weather Service said.
The town of Whiterocks
and the nearby small community of Farm Creek were
evacuated, the newspaper
said. Uintah County Sheriff
Jeff Merrell said buildings
had been destroyed but he
didn't have a count.
Gov. Jon Huntsman
requested aid from the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
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Shelters euthanize 70 percent of homeless cats
FROM

•

•
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Like all the cats and kittens
that leave OCAS' care, the
felines were spayed or
neutered,
microchipped,
dewormed, tested for feline
leukemia and AIDS and fully
vaccinated. The adoption cost
for cats and kittens is $40.
Friday, one day before the
special adoption day, OCAS
had 226 cats housed in their
facility located off Conroy
Road across from the Mall at
Millenia. However, this number is small compared to the
3,000 cats and kittens they
received on average last
month alone and the 9,685
felines total they received last
fiscal year. Only 1,394 of that
number were adopted in that
same year.
Unfortunately, the majority
of the felines that aren't adopted within a certain period of
time are euthanized. Unlike
other animal organizations,
~uch as the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, the OCAS must euthanize animals.
"We put down for space,
timj:!,
temperament and
health," said Debra Villella,
progt:am coordinator of adoptions at OCAS. "We can't find
enough homes. We try not to
put doWn if [we're] able to put
[a cat] into the adoption program, but unfortunately, our
numbers for cat adoptions just
are not that high."
According to the American Humane Association,

out of the millions of cats
that enter shelters each year,
only about one in four are
adopted into homes. In fact,
most of them - more than
70 percent of them - are
euthanized.
Last year, approximately
4,200 cats and 3,150 kittens
were euthanized at Orange
County Animal Services.
But why are there so many
cats?
"Unfortunately, animals,
especially cats, are 'throwaway' pets,'' Villella said. "People will move or decide they
don't like· the pet anymore,
and instead of trying to find it
a good home, they just basically toss it, and they'll go get
another one. Very few times
do you find people who want
to make that commitment to a
cat as a lifelong pet."
What is a viable solution to
the large number of homeless
cats?
"I think that offering free
[vet] services to people with
low incomes would help, as
well as publicizing the service," junior studio art major
Christina Greear said. "I also
have a friend who has a lot of
cats because she has a lot of
land and people drop tp.em off
there sometimes, so offering
some kind of safe haven like
that for cats would be another
idea."
However, freshman health
services administration major
Adam Chatani had a slightly
· different proposal to end the
problem.
"We should have everyone

•

ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Cats and dogs are considered "throw-away" pets by people in shelters because people sometimes will get rid of them without second thought. Only about 1 in 4 cats that enter the
adoption shelters will actually find a home, and more than 70 percent ofthem will be euthanized. Places like Orange County Animal Services euthanize because of space constraints, too.

sit down and take a lesson on
animal care," Chatani said "Or
we could all just dress up like
cats and then be thrown outside and see how we like it."

UCF comes in second place at Miss Florida Pagean_t
•

Villella said education and
commitment are the keys to
curbing the cat problem.
"We have a lot of people
who don't spay or neuter their

pet, and they let them roam,"
Villella said. ·~d of course
the more they roam, the more
they create, so it's just a matter
of educating people and trying

to get the word out that ifyou
don't want the pet, bring it in
[to a shelter], and if you don't
want extra pets, have them
spayed or neutered."

New stadium to be in zone of.
coverage forwarning system
I

FROM Al

Above: Five of the six contestants in the Miss
Florida Pageant from UCF. lhey are, from left
to right, Rachel Potter, Megan Clementi,
Oenesha Jenkins, Katie Mathews-Johnson and
Tara Szczepanski. Not pictured: Lisa Van
Alstine.
Left: Miss UCF of 2006 Megan Clementi
crowns Oenesha Jenkins, Miss UCF 2007. Both
competed at the Miss Florida contest
Thursday through Saturday. Four of the six
contestants in the pageant from UCF placed in
the top 10, including Jenkins, who placed
~econd. Miss Florida is a runner-up to Miss
America.
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but none had the track record
of Thorguard, said Jim Uhlir,
director of Environmental
Health and Safety. They contacted other schools in the
state, like the University of
Miami, to share ideas for procedure and policy with the
system.
Other schools have since
contacted UCF for the same
concern.
Environmental Health and
Safety seeks to teach the techniques of detecting the closeness of storms so that people
can make a decision that
might save lives. One technique is tl:ie "five-second rule"
used to estimate the closeness
of a lightning strike.
While that technique
might be useful, people don't
always do their math correctly,
Uhlir said.
"The opening of the pool
was the last big push to get
something like this," Uhlir
~aid. "The Thorguard system
is much more automatic, and
puts less stress on the lifeguards."
The athletics department
has also been seeking out the
system. ·
Athletics has the hardware
for the Thorguard system
installed at Jay Bergman field,
home of the UCF baseball
team. Remote horns are located at the softball field, said
Paul Bender, director of capital projects for the athletics
department
·While the athletic department has Thorguard installed,
it is currently non-operational, as they are waiting for

Jfni11ftt'1 lanbin)J
-~

ultra-high frequency licenses
from the Federal Communications Commission. ·
"We always wanted a system like this," Bender said.
''We really needed something
over here, especially with the
new stadium."
The stadium, as well as the
practice soccer and football
fields, are planned to be in the
zone of coverage for the system.
The combined sensors will
create a tangent field of coverage for the entire campus
when both are alert, Uhlir
said.
When
the
original
Thorguard was installed on
campus,
Environmental
Health and Safety did testing ·
to see how far the horn could
be heard. The sound could be
clearly heard all the way to
Ferrell Commons and could
be detected even deeper into
campus.
Because of the loudness of
the system, Recreation and
Wellness sent out e-mails to
surrounding facilities so they
would know what the new
noises would be. Not everyone knows for sure, but they
get the idea, Wilkening said.
"Summer B students are a
· good example," Wilkening
said. "They may not know
what it is, but they get the feeling that it is a warning of some
kind, and they should go
somewhere safe."
Uhlir also said that his
department is interested in
bringing the system to the
area around the UCF Police
Department and Physical.
Plant buildings.
"It would really assist in

keeping the masses of outside
ground crews safe."
Inside of the RWC, 10
administration computers are
equipped with storm tracking
and notification software provided by Thorguard. When a
storm carrying an electrical
charge approaches, the software sends notification. ·
"I hear the beeping on my
computer, and I usually yell
out 'Thorguard!' to everyone
from my office,'' Wilkening
said.
·
This tracking aspect is seen
as a major advantage for the
athletics department.
"It is more thorough tracking storms ahead of time,"
Bender said. "It is acting as
way more than just a warning
system."
Most buildings at UCF
have smaller lightning rods
around their edges; however,
they are simply to ground
lightning bolts that might hit
the building in order to protect the electronics inside.
UCF sustains about $10,000
worth oflightning damage per
year, Uhlir said.
Previous to Thorguard
being on campus, handheld
detectors could be checked
out from Environmental
Health and Safety. They are
typically made by outside
companies from refurbished
pagers.
The Thorguard system
may help to streamline the
process of wafning people of
an incoming lightning storm.
"It has been extremely
successful," Wilkening said.
"It really takes the guesswork
out of the prevention side of
this."
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SGAs argue against bill
FROM A1

imous in their support of the
tuition differential - the governor signed the bill, writing.
"I am convinced that the state
university presidents' support
for this bill reflects a valid concern with the resources available to provide students with
a high-quality education. faculty and support services."
Hitt was accompanied by
Vice President of University
Relations Dan Holsenbeck
who described the scene as
"enthusiastic."
"I don't know that rve ever
seen that many presidents at
one time being in so much
agreement over what happens, and being in such great
accord,'' Holsenbeck said
Florida's universities have
some of the lowest tuition
rates in the country. However,
many universities are feeling
the bulge of increased student
. enrollments, and some have
been adjusting policies to
match their budgets.
FSU announced that they
will be capping their enrollment in 2008, and UF is also
cutting back on expenditures.
Here at UCF, faculty and staff
won't receive a salary increase
this year.
Steve Orlando, the director
of the University of Florida's
News Bureau, said ''the tuition
differential program would
allow the universities to actually get ahead and make
progress and make changes."
The bill itself states that
revenues generated from the
tuition differential must be
spent on improving the quality ofundergraduate education
such as hiring more teachers
and expanding programs. But
even with the tuition differential, Orlando said, tuition costs
''would not be at the median
level of the top 75 schools in
the country ... that means that
it would still allow us to be
very competitive and · still
allow 'us the revenue we need
to make improvements to provide a better education for our
students."
Crist asked the three
schools involved to wait until

•

was surprised by the governor's decision. noting that his
political platform has been to
make higher education more
FOR THE SCHOOLS:
accessible. The bill creates an
Universities are expected to get access issue because the fee
isn't covered by Bright
a combined $5.4 million in the
first year, but that number could Futures or Florida -Prepaid
programs purchased after July
increase to $70 million in the
1,2007.
fourth year.
Students will be paying
For Students:$331 annually out-of-pocket to cover the
expense.
at Florida and Florida State and
don't want to
$255 at South Florida in the first pay"Students
more money," Pecoraro
year.
said. "They just don't." She
said she fears that students livthe fall of 2008 before issuing ing on fixed incomes and
the fee, so steps can be taken loans might become discourtoward finding sources for aged by the high rates ofsome
funds outside of tuition rev- of Florida's top universities.
enue. Until then. universities
Florida State University's
will continue watching their SGA president Joe O'Shea
wallets.
agrees that the bill presents an
'We still have that year to accessibility issue for those
get through until we imple- students struggling financially
ment the other plan." Orlando and also passed a resolution
said. "So we do still have to against the bill.
take some measures to keep
·~ a whole," he said "the
costs restrained until we get to state needs to really step up its
that point"
efforts in providing needHolsenbeck said he hopes based aid for our students."
to see UCF included in the bill He said he would have been
by then. The three pai:ticipat- more supportive of the bill
. ing schools were selected had it contained language
through a series of classifica- intended to increase needtion systems that disqualified based aid
UCF because ofthe categories
Computer engineering
used, Holsenbeck said, and major Joel Jurik doesn't agree
because 2003 data was used. with the additional fees either.
He said UCF has always been "No one would like a tuition
in favor of differential tuition increase, honestly," he said.
and that the school would like · "We're in college and we're
to become involved in the not making that much
program by next fall.
money."
'We are certainly going to
Holsenbeck said that revgive that 100 percent of our enues from the tuition differeffort and have been assured ential would help lower the
by many people in the process faculty-to-student ratio if the
that they would be amenable bill were amended to include
to that," he said
UCF. "I think the first thing we
The Student Government would do with any tuition
Association at UCF, however, increase would be to hire
is not thrilled with the idea
additional faculty," he said
Earlier this month, UCF's
"So now that the bill's
SGA passed a resolution passed," Pecoraro said, "the
opposing the differential question that's going to face
tuition bill stating that it is the students of UCF is ... does
"fundamentally detrimental the student body want to be
to the state university system" included with this. And if so,
and that it "would severely are we willingto pay the piper
limit student access to public to be on the same playing
higher education ... "
fields as UF? To be on the
SGA Director of Govern- same playing fields as FSU?
mental Affairs Maria Pecoraro Do we want to?"
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Bernard Harris, the first black astronaut to walk in space and pictured in the top right comer, talked to about 50 middle school
students attending a science camp that bears his name Thursday. In this photo, students and faculty look on as one group tests
their raft to see how many pennies it can hold.
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Marvel at the
fresh fashion
hittingUCF
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WHITNEY HAMRICK

idealism destroyed, brought up
into the forefront and slammed
with the truth. He fails to save
"Willkommen, bienvenue, welthem, and in the end, he can only
come, is cabaret, au cabaret, to
save himself like everyone else."
cabaret!" sings Michael Pettey playSally Bowles, played _by Abigail
ing the Master of Ceremonies in
Savage, is an upper-class British
the UCF Conservatory Theatre's
runaway who dedicates her life to
Summer Spotlight rendition of the
scandal and stardom in the cabaret.
musical comedy Cabaret.
Bowles represents the escapist
In this brilliantly crafted musical
from the harsh reality of the times,
biopic, every element is key in
desperately holding on to a fallatelling tlle tale, and UCF has mascious carefree exterior that only
tered the ·Skill of keeping all the
serves as an empty shell
.
parts in motion.
''We want people to leave feel"There was a city called Berlin
ing they've learned the tragedy of
in' a country-called 'Germany," said
closing your eyes to what's going
Cliff Bradshaw, played by Mark
on in the world."
Koenig, an American writer_who
In the 1920s, Germany, once a
came to Germany to write a novel
hub of expressionism turned a
"There was a cabaret, and there
home to a socio-political Dadaism
was a master of ceremonies. It was
of biting wit and satire, the cabaret
the end of the world, and I was
scene flourished as the epicenter of
dancing with Sally Bowles - and
Cabaret is a musical with a book by Joe
decadent debauchery, the ultimate
we were both fast asleep."
Masteroff, lyrics by Fred Ebb, and
escapism in living life for the sole
Based on a collection of stories
pursuit of pleasure.
music by John Kander.
titled The Berlin Stories by ChristoThe early 1930s carried a frail
pher Isherwood, the musical
version of its former glories. The
The
1966
Broadway
production
depicts the social juxtaposition of a
actors on stage look like the
became ahit and spawned an .
country spiraling into controlled
younger siblings of the 1920s, bearacclaimed 1972 film starring Liza
chaos as the Nazi party gradually
ing the characteristics of ragtag
rises to power and the failure oflove·
Minnelli as Sally Bowles.
hand-me-downs with forced smiles.
to overcome adversity.
With a terrible depression loomUCF's Main Stage Theatre was
ing over a country ravaged by the
Broadway has brought back the show
transformed into the Kit Kat Klub in
twice over the last 20 years - in 1987 · defeat of World War I and reparaBerlin, ~d audience members
tions, we, the audience, sit voyeurs
and 1998.
became patrons of the German
into the lives of a people often vilicabaret.
fied for the war to come.
The.1998 revival won numerous Tony
Red brick peaks through the fadIn this time warp, we are proing black paint on the club walls,
Awards, including Best Revival of a
pelled into the Weimar Republic,
and the ambiance gives a decaying
Musical.
the fragile state of a country made
feel of heartache to the tables and
up of political wolves vying for conchairs and the actors onstage.
trol.
The red curtain rises to the word and vulgar, his speak mocking and
"Leave your troubles outside!
"Cabaret," written in blazing light- aggressive in the beaten angst of a Life is disappointing? Forget ·it!"
people long suffering and lost.
bulbs:
Pettey said, summing up the senti"In a weird way, World War II ments of Cabaret.
On either side of the cavern-like .
opening are balcony seats and twin · snuck up on people,'' Koenig said.
The play ends like the end of the
spiral staircases that meet two rota- "Germany was in shambles, and · world. There is no escape from realtion circles that change the setting Hitler wanted to rebuild the coun- ity, no happy ending.
from nightclub to the home of try with nationalism and exploited
"Get caught up in it just like Cliff
Fraulein Schneider, Kate Ingram, a people's need for stability."
[Bradshaw] does. We want people
German innkeeper, in love with her
The American novelist, Brad- to be wowed, stunned and
shaw, walks into an atmosphere of shocked," Koenig said.
Jewish tenant Herr Schultz.
·
''We're putting up the mirror and calm before the storm and takes
The next production of the Sumreflecting that this can happen part in the downfall as we watch the merStage will be Lend Me a Tenor
again," Pettey said.
Nazi takeover with idealistic eyes.
July 12 through 15 and July 19
"He's like Dorothy from the Wiz- through 22. Ticket prices are $15 for
The Master of Ceremonies is the
embodiment of World War II era ard ofOz,'' Koenig said. "He sees the adults, $13 for seniors and $10 for
Germany. His appearance is gaunt bad and the good. He's American students with UCF IDs.
StaffWriter

Cabaret History
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There is a new style on campus that
can make anyone feel like a superhero comic book T-shirts.
With Universal's Islands of Adventure
right in our backyard, you haVe probably
seen some of these superheroes dressed
up and ready to fight some crime.
. And seeing that a lot of superheros
have made their feature film debuts over
the past few years, they are gaining popularity. Being able to wear them as part of
your ensemble is much more fun for me;
so why not support your favorite character?
S~or economics major Brett Luskin,
22, bought his Captain America T-shirt at
Target for about $12.
"Target has the best shirts for the cost,"
Luskin said.
He describes his style as casual but
stylish, and he said that he did not purchase his comic book T-shirt because it is
becoming trendy. "I read a lot of comic
books when I was a kid," he said.
These superhero tees are not just.for
members of the male persuasion. Being a
fan of comic books and superheroes
myself, I can tell you that gii:Is can be seen
sporting them, too.
Sophomore theater stUdies major Jessi
Riese, 19, bought her Spiderman T-shirt
from Goodwill about five years ago for
about$2.
Even though the shirt is a boy's size 5;
Riese had to have it. "Spiderman's amazing!" she said.
When asked to describe her style, she
gave me one of the most interesting and
awesome descriptions to date.
"It's like I snuck into the closet of
someone who was living in the 1980s but
had an obsession with Victorian fashion,''.
Riese said on a break from strumming her
sticker-clad guitar.
Stores like Target and Delia's have a
wide variety of T-shirts with your favorite
superheroes like Superman, Batman,
Wonder Woman, The Flash, X-Men and
The Hulk
:
And don't forget these tees can totally
fit into your budget; so you'll still have
some cash left over to go to the comic
book store and buy some comics to read
up on your favorite superhero!

JAMIE SALMASIAN I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Top: Brett Luskin sports a Captain America tee. Above: Jessi
Riese wears a Spider-Man tee she scored at Goodwill.

Local band one of four to play '07 Vans Warped Tour
CHRISTINE MULLEN
Contributing Writer

COURTESYWWW.ISOUND.COM

Orlando-based rock/alternative/experimental band
letterperfect's new album is titled In Transit.

•

Five guys, shaggy hair cuts, five
o'clock shadows and tight sweaters are
all of the essentials needed for a young
enthusiastic rock/alternative/experimental band.
Letterperfect takes the image and
runs with it while creating a different
_sound that demands attention from
their audience.
The band's newly released album
titled In Transit covers heartache to finding the reason of life. With influences
ranging from The Beatles, Incubus,
Thrice and The Used, it's no wonder
that the lyrics are purposefully gripping.
The album's title describes the ongo-

ing progress of the band, which is to
venture into different styles of music
while trying to discover their next
sound for future projects.
The second track on their CD, '"Ibe
Greatest Lament," begins with a cool
voice claiming, 'Today is the day, when
we decide ifyou will live or you will die.
Tonight is the night that we have been
waiting for all of our lives,'' and continues to dive further into the spiral ofemcr
tion.
"If:'' the album's first song, embraces
the range of the band with humorous
sound blurbs, fast guitar playing, intriguing drum beats and echoing screams
throughout the song.
Overall, the album has a very imaginative and poignant ambience sealed

with a very crisp and artistic cover. The
songs have a wide range of diversity.
The band is planning a future
acoustic album that will cover some of
the songs on the current album as well
as new tracks that they have been working on in between their many tour dates.
Also, they are trying to involve more of
an experimental feel, crossing influences from The Mars Volta and Circa
Survive.
Letterperfect has always drawn a
large crowd with their compelling performances in cities as small as Deland to
as large as Orlando.
The band will be playing in the popular Vans Warped Tour on July 22 at TmPtEASESEE

LETTERPERFECT ONA10
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From action figures and
comic books, to animated TV
shows and an animated 1986
.movie, the Transforme~s brand
has reached everyone in one of
its shapes or forms over the
years.
Now it's hitting the big screen
with a live-action feature ftlm
just in time for the Fourth of
July holiday.

Film more head-shaking thanjaw-dr
WILLIAM GOSS

Transformers: The Movie

StaffWriter

. **• ..

Let's cut to the chase.
Michael Bay's Transformers is
big, dumb, loud and fun.

Rated: PG I Runtime: 144 mins
Directed by: Michael Bay
Starring: Shia LaBeouf,

Injustaboutthatorde~

The gist of the story: Dueling
races of giant alien robots arrive
on Earth to duke it out over a giant
power cube hidden here, wPil.e
the fate of mankind hangs in the
balance, as it so frequently does.
If on the shorter side of two
hours, this robot rumble might
have been a blast, but at nearly
two-and-a-half hours, director
Bay (Bad Boys I & II, The Island)
and executive producer Steven
Spielberg (War of the Worlds)
indulge in the former's more
excessive tendencies: clumsy
humor, product placement and
seemingly endless exposition.
The majority of the movie
seems to consist of hackers staring at screens, secretary of
defense Jon Voight barking
orders, secret agent John Turturro
chewing scenery, soldiers led by
Josh Duhamel overseas
• to
get in touch with the
States and unpopular
teen Shia LaBeouf

AUTOBOTS

The protagonists in the Transformers Universe,
a collection of various toys, graphic novels,
paperback books, cartoons and movies first
introduced in 1984. In the 2007 movie, these
heroic robots protect the Earth and its
inhabitants from the evil Decepticons.

Megan Fox,Jon Voight

In Theaters Tuesday

trying to get in touch with hot
chick Megan Fox by way of his
recently acquired Camaro (which
admittedly amuses with its everappropriate selection of tunes).
All of it makes for more headshaking and eye-rolling than jawdropping and eye-popping,
in spite of the numerous
transformations that do
actually take place earfy
on. With Industrial Light
& Magic at the wli~
the effects are ~
as pheno~
as expected,

although most of the money shots
are unsurprisingly saved for the
climactic melee.
However, all of the excitement
seems to be set aside for the finale
as well, leaving audiences spinning their wheels. Until that point,
there isn't an established sense of
scale or scope, just leaping from
location to location with all of the
characters eventually gathering
together. There seems to be no
traffic, no outside world, barely
any1;bing outside of the occasional ~ report and shots of the

OPTIMUS PRIME
18Wheeler
Leader of the Autobots. He is the
personification of courage, strength and
integrity.
Animated Series
Optimus Pime

The long-nosed truck is anewer
version ofOptimus Prime.

I
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BUMBLE BEE
Camaro
... As an Autobot spy, Bumble Bee is the
ultimate robot in disguise.What he lacks
in size and strength, he makes up for in
courage.
Animated Series
Bumble Bee

Originally aVW Beetle, Bumble
Bee is now aChevy Camaro.

JAll
Modified Pontiac Solstice
Jazz picked his sports car form because it
isthe epitome of style. Ifthere's one
thing he digsabout Earth, it's human
culture.
Animated Series
Jazz

Formerly a Porsche 935 Turbo,
Jazzs~ill rides in style.

IRON HIDE

Modified GMCTopkick 6500
The toughest Autobot around. More
than one Decepticon has busted an 0ring just from seeing him narrow his
eyes.
Animated Series
Iron Hide
He used to be aNissan QO
Vanette, but switched to a GMC.

·1imeline
Pre-1984

RACH ET

Modified Hummer H2
The Autobot'schief mechanic, engineer
and medical expert. As apacifist, he'd
rather solveproblems peacefully than
fight.
Animated Series
Rachet

~ 1986

Hasbro secures the rights to many ·
changing/converting robot brandsin Japan
and creates the umbrella name ''The
Transformers'' to unitethem. Beginning of
"Generation: 1" era.

1987

Animated featurefilm
titled Transformers: The
Movie isreleased in
theaters.

Hasbro introduces the
Fortress Maximus, the
largest action figureat the
time, standing at two feet.

1984
1983

- www.transformersmovie.com

1992

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1993

Rachet lost hisambulance look for
that of asturdy Hummer H2.

1984

Transformers toy lineislaunched by Hasbro. The
21 toys in theoriginal set includeOptimusPrime,
Megatron, Bumblebee, Jazz and Starscream.
Transformers animated1V series debuts; Marvel
Comics releases four-issueTransformers comic
series.

"
l

1992

Hasbro introduces"T
2." All of thetoys are
earlier figures.

'

COURTESY DREAMWORKS PICTURES (PARAMOUNT)
~ptimus

Prime battles Scorponok on a freeway
mthenewfilm.

exciting, which is the very least a
summer blockbuster should do.
Some flicks can get by on great
effects and little else, but that
.doesn't mean a weak story and
worse humor can't undermine all
the booms and bangs.
My inner child would devour
the last half-hour of slam-bang
shenanigans with unabashed glee
and awe, but even my inner child
might not have the patience to
stomach two-thirds of relative
inaction to get there.

Twists surprising, music awful
WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

Let's go ahead and make
something clear: When it comes
to Transformers, the toy line, I
missed the boat.
Not that I fail to fathom the
appeal of giant robot rumbles; it
was just always my brother more
than me who watched and
played with everyone else's
favorite sentient machines.
I had the gist of things: Optimus Prime led the Autobots
(yay!), while Megatron led the
Decepticons (boo!), all of which
could - say it with me now transform into a variety of other
objects, from cars to cassette
players to BFGs.
So, speaking as a non-fanboy,
the appeal of 1986's original
Transformers: The Movie is
understandable: The action is
pretty constant over its 84minute running time, the
twists genuinely surprising
(he said the s-word?!?) and the
music awful.
Like, really bad
Rank soundtrack aside,
nostalgia seems to have
lent
Transformers
increasing credibility
among fans, and I
have little reason to
think it isn't

worthy of their admiration.
For the rest of us, it's
a flashy primer in the
lore of giant robots that
conveniently doubles
as a sweU game of
Guess That Voice,
with a cast including
Casey Kasem, Judd f
Nelson,
Leonard
Nimoy, Eric Idle,
Orson . Welles and
Scatman Crothers,
making this the very
last film that either
of those last two participated in.
Then again, if
given the chance,
who wouldn't cap
off their career·
with The Touch?

I

I

. e ov1e 1986 feature-length fi/

mposter.

Transformers: The Movie

***•.

Rated: PG IRuntime: 84 mins
Directed by: Nelson Shin
Starring: Peter Cullen, Orson Welles, Eric Idle,
Casey Kasem,Judd Nelson, Leonard Nimoy
Now available on DVD

DECEPTICONS

The "bad guys" in a civil war with
the heroic Autobots. Originally,
Optimus Prime and Megatron ruled
Cybertron together. Eventually,
Megatron began to desire the
power for himself and assembled a
like-minded army of separatists the DECEPTICONS.
.

MEGATRON

Cybertronian jet

The leaderof the DECEPTICONS.
He will stop at nothing to
establish his empire and destroy
the Autobots.
· Animated Series
Megatron

.............................................................................................................

STARSCREAM
LockheedMartin F-22
Raptor
He chose to resemble a F-22jet
because ifs the pinnacle of
human technical achievement.
Animated Series
Starscream

Originally a F-15 jet, Starscream's
been upgraded to a F-22.

BLACKOUT
Sikorsky MH53 Pave Low
Ill
As a military helicopter, Blackout
is also the heavy lifter that
DECEPTICONS rely on for transport
over long distances.

2004
Transformers celebrates

Originally a bomber jet, Blackout
is now in helicopter form .
. ..
.. ..

..... ... . ....... .. .... .. ..... ....... ..............., .................................... ...... .

2006

The 1986
Transfonners movie is
re-released on a
commemorative DVD
from Sony BMG.

its

20th anniversary. As afanrequested tribute, a special
1984-version of the heroic
Optimus Prime is introduced.

1997

1998

...____ ,995
The animated TV series,
Transformers: Beast Wars,

debuts and is an instant hit.

1999

2000

2005

2001

2002

Hasbro announces that together with
DreamWorks and Paramount Pictures, they
will bring the Transformers saga to the "big
screen" in July 2007.

~

BARRICADE
Sateen 5281 Mustang
Was an F-1racer, but is now a
Ford Mustang.

1996

Animated Series
Blackout

2003

2004

2006

... ······· .............................................. ••••t••··········· .......................... .
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.FRENZV

The 2007 Transformers live-action
feature film directed by Michael Bay
and executive produced by Steven
Spielberg is released in theaters.

PljOTO ILlUSTRATION BEN HENDERSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Barricade is a born hunter. On
Earth he took the form of a police·
car to subvert the public's trust in
authority.

Boombox
Achaotic spy turned boom box,
Frenzy was sent by the
DECEPTICONS to infiltrate enemy
strongholds.
Formally a microcassette tape,
Frenzy is now a boombox.

- www.transformersthemovie.com

Animated Series
Frenzy

I
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Listen to this f tlm's
CD more than Once
•

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO
Staff Writer

COURTESY DREAMWORKS PICTURES (PARAMOUNT)

TRANSFORMERS (PG13)

One of the greatest assets
to any film is the accompanying music that helps to support the narrative.
Qµite possibly the lead
character in most films, music
offers insight regarding the
unraveling of things onscreen
and often signifies the onset of
something crucial
In the case ofthe film Once,
the music not only supports
the story, but is the sole purpose for the movie's creatioIL
Once is an Irish musical don't run for the hills just yet
The music doesn't fit into the
stereotypical show tunes category. Instead, the soundtrack
offers acoustic folk ballads,
harmonized vocals and the
occasional support of the violin.
The album features the
original work of Glen Hansard
and Marketa Irglova Both
professional musicians, neither Hansard nor Irglova
received any training for the
film and had no prior acting
experience. Fans of the forbidden love-struck duo will
notice
the
similarities
between songs that appear on
the film's soundtrack and
those that appear on The Swell
Season, an album they
released together prior to the
making of the film.
One of Once's greatest
achievements is in the use of
the music. Instead of random
bursts of song every 10 seconds with overdone theatrics,
the film examines the narrative of a situation where the
creation of music might actually occur. The result heartfelt
love songs that could and
probably have made a grown

When the battle comes to Earth, all that
stands between the evil Decepticons and
ultimate power is a clue held by young Sam
Witwicky (Shia LaBeout).
Directed by: Michael Bay
Starring: Shia LaBeouf, Megan Fox, Josh
Duhamel, Jon Voight, Bernie Mac, Tyrese
Gibson, Rachael Taylor, Amaury Nolasco, Kevin
Dunn, Ronnie Sperling

CJTHETUBE
• 9p.m.NBCAgeoflow

Women ranging in age fiom 21 to 48 vie for
the attentions of Australian tennis star Marie
Philippoussis. The cougars met the kittens last
week, and the two sets ofwomen competed
to see who could wear the most makeup.
9 p.m. ABCSha¢Big Challenge
Shaq confronts the kids about slacking off on
their fitness routines; a new personal trainer
makes his presence felt right away.

10p.m.M1VReun· :
Rea/WorldLas Vegas

Somehow they've managed to stretch the
two weeks offilming into two months of
shows, but it's the Fourth ofJuly. Don't sit at
home and watch reality TV.
8 p.m. FOXAre YouSmarter Than A5th Grader!

This show tests adults' lack of knowledge as revealed by how much they've forgotten
since elementary school. New grownup
contestants will find themselves revisiting
their youth.
9 p.m. CBSJericho

They're showing the full season over again
starting tonight. Catch the first episode about.
America surviving after a nudear attack.This
show was canceled and then brought back
after fans sent thousands of pounds ofnuts to
executives at CBS, so maybe you should check
it out.

man cry.

The vocals are predominantly led by Hansard, with
Irglova offering harmonized
supporting vocals. "If You
Want Me," however, showcases hglova's ability to steal the
spotlight and carry one of the
album's most intense tracks.
The first and most noteworthy song on the album is
"Falling Slowly." The song is

10-30 p.m. Comedy Central
Ameriam BodyShop

This single-camera comedy documents the
day-te>-day worlcings of an auto body shop.
- COMPILED BY WOODY WOMMACK

•

•
Album:
Once: Music from the Motion Pidure

*****·
Label: Columbia
Available Now

the painfully beautiful epitome of creative genius.
Chances are, ifyou've seen the
film trailer, you're already
familiar with the tune.
The Once soundtrack
chronicles a week in the life of
two people who fall in love.
Hansard's voice sounds similar to artists like Damien Rice
and Cat Stevens. His female
counterpart is more reminiscent of Azure Ray and Kate
Havnevik. Together, the artists
make for an unforgettable
musical experience.
The soundtrack has
received incredible reviews,
most of which note the genuine and emotional content of
the songs' makeup. Lyrical
content is a major driving
force in the positioning of the
songs throughout the film.
Hansard, who offers his
veteran musical familiarity to
the soundtrack, has released
albums prior to the film with
the band The Frames. He's
also teamed up with Czechnative Irglova for The Swell
Season. Amazingly, Irglova's
fresh voice holds its own
when synced with a co-star
who is nearly 20 years her senior.
Unfortunately, no show
times are currently listed for
Once in the Orlando area
Luckily, the music is powerful
enough to convey a message ·
independent of the visual elements of the film.

TOP 3ALBUMS:

FROM

Artist/ fitle I Label

2. The White Stripes I Icky
nrump I Third Man
3. Brad Paisley I 5th Gear I
Arista Nashville

•
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•
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Send questions, ·c omments

AmandaKShapir<X@gmail.rom

Al

ker Field Bassist Justin Jacobs
said the band was voted to perform at the venue out of 70
other Orlando bands and will
be accompanied by three other
winning bands from Orlando:
Breaking Tides, There For
Tomorrow and Karrigan.
With Letterperfect's never

1. Bon Jovi I Lost Highway I
Mercury/Island

•

and album suggestions to:

Letterperfect chosen from pool
of 70 aspiring Orlando bands

BILLBOARD

•

tiDDiDtiHtiRD.

ending vigor, it will be difficult
not to please audiences at
their shows. To purchase
their album, to get a short listen or more information on
the band, visit their Web site at
http://www.letterperfectmusic.com. You can also check
out the band at http://www.
myspace.com/letterperfectmusic.
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WITH SPECIAL GUESTS
JULY 7TH:
MOT & KlllYBAT
I' - ' , _,
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JULY 14TH:

MATTHEW BANDY
. '
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TOMMIE SUNSHINE & ROBBIE HARDKISS
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JULY 21ST:
MOT & KITTYBAT ROY DAVIS JR.
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JULY 2 8TH: HYBRID
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LADIES DRINK FREE UNTIL MIDNIGHT
$30 TO DRINK ALL NIGHT. $5 SUPER PREMIUMS UNTIL MIDNIGHT.
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NO COVER BEFORE MIDNIGHT.
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NATIONAL

"We are once again playing a competitive national schedule with tough road and home matches."

SPORTS

•

-

BRYAN CUNNINGHAM, HEAD COACH

WRAP

•
BEN MARGOTI ASSOCIATED PRESS

Bonds hit career home run number 750.

BARRY BONDS CLOSES IN ON
HISTORY WITH NO. 750

•

SAN FRANCISCO - San Francisco
Giants' outfielder Barry Bonds hit home
run number 750 on Friday night in a 43loss to the Arizona Diamondbacks,an
inning after afan jumped the fence in
left field and approached Bonds. Bonds
greeted the man and walked him to
security."He just wanted to shake my
hand," Bonds said.The Giants finished
up their series with the Diamondbacks
Sunday and begin a thfee-9ame series
at Gndnnati starting Tuesday.

DEVIL RAYS FALL 8-6 TO
CLEVELAND INDIANS
CLMLAND-The Tampa Bay Devil
Rays dropped their 13th oftheir last 17
games, six straight, with an 8-6 loss to
the Indians in Cleveland on Saturday.
The Indians' C.C. Sabathia became the
first pitcher to reach 12 wins and
matched his win total from last season.
The Devil Rays will finish up their series
in Cleveland on Monday before
heading to Boston for a th1"ee-9ame set
against the division-leading Red Sox.
BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

New schedule pits UCF against

'

DARRYL DYCK I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Chris Benoit was found dead June 25.

DEAD WRESTLER'S FATHER
EAGER FOR TEST RESULTS
ATLANTA-The father of Chris Benoit,
the World Wrestling Entertainment star
whose dead body was found with .
those of his wife and 7-year-old child
on June 25,said that his family is in
shock over the slayings."We have no
understanding of why it happened,"
Michael Benoit said.'We need some
time to gather our thoughts and wait
and see.There's still more information
that's going to come out from
toxicology tests that will give us some
understanding of why this happened."

FEDERER, SHARAPOVA
ADVANCE TO 4TH ROUND
WIMBLEDON, England - No.2 Maria
Sharapova defeated No.26 Ai Sugiyama
6-3,6-3 in one ofonlytwo women's
matches to be completed Saturday at
Wimbledon. No. 4 Amelie Mauresmo
beat No. 28 Mara Santangelo 6-l, 6-2 in
the other match.
No.1 Roger Federer extended his
winning streak on grass to 51 matches
with a 6-1,6-4, 7-6 (4) win over No.26
Marat Safin. Federer advanced to the
quarterfinals after No.13 Tommy Haas
withdrew from the toumamenton
Sunday.

NFL SAYS 'AU REVOIR'
TO NFL EUROPA

FRANKFURT,Germany-The National

Football League announced Friday that
it would shut down its developmental

league, NFL Europa. What started in
1991 as the World League of American
Football was reportedly losing about
$30 million a season.The
announcement came less than a week .
after the Hamburg Sea Devils beat the
Frankfurt Galaxy 37-28 in the World
Bowl championship in Frankfurt before
acrowdof48,125.

COMPETITIVE EATING
KOBAYASHI TO DEFEND
HOTDOGTIIlE
Takeru Kobayashi, the six-time
defending champion of Nathan's hot
dog eating competition, wrote in his
blog that he will be attending this
year's competition.There was
speculation that he would forgo the
contest because of a sore jaw.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

With less than two months before the·
team's frrst game, UCF Men's Soccer
head coach Bryan Cunningham recently
announced the Knights upcoming 2007
schedule.
After a tough schedule last season,
resulting in a 6-9-2 record, the Knights
will enter this campaign with more
experience and confiden~e against their
Conference USA opponents and national
powerhouses.
The Knights' schedule will rival players are not only challenged early
last year's, as they face four teams but throughout the season, especially
who participated in the NCAA as we prepare for the games against
Tournament and five opponents Conference USA opponents."
Last season the Knights faced four
ranked in the top 50 nationally
· nationally ranked opponents, includaccording to the 2006 NCAA RPI.
'We are once again.playing a com- ing SMU, who at the time was the
petitive national schedule with a top-ranked team in the country.
combination of tough road and home Their match-up resulted in a 2-2 tie
matches," Cunningham said in a
press release. "It is important that the
PLEASE SEE KNIGHTS ON A12

REBECCA BARNETT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Members of the UCF Men's Soccer team gather before a game against Conference USA opponent Memphis on
Oct. 4. The Knights will kick off their C-USA schedule this year against the Tigers on Sept. 15.

6
9

Four of their six wins came when
the Knights competed at home.

2

Both ties came against SMU and
UAB, both nationally ranked teams.

Football hires new line coach
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

The UCF Football team's offensive line
is already wealthy in experience, but the
Knights gained some more on Friday
when coach George O'Leary announced
the hiring of Tom Freeman as the team's
offensive line coach. Freeman has
coached college football for 36 years,
including 32 at the Division I level
Freeman comes to UCF from Stanford
University, where he spent the last two
seasons coaching the guards and centers
on the Cardinal offensive line. He also
was the team's run game coordinator.
"I am very happy to add a coach with
Tom's experience to our staff," O'Leary

said in a press release. "He brings with
him a lot of football knowledge, and we
are excited to have him here to work with
our athletes at UCF."
During his coaching career, Freeman's
teams have appeared in 10 bowl games,
including six with Pittsburgh, where he
served for eight seasons as the offensive
line coach and run game coordinator
before making the move to Stanford
In Freeman's last season with
Pittsburgh, the Panthers earned the Big
East's automatic bid to the Bowl
Championship Series and appeared in the
Fiesta Bowl
Freeman's coaching history also
PLEASE SEE

NEXT GAME

LAST RECORD

FREEMAN ON A12

Six of the Knights nine losses were
by a margin of one goal.

vs. ·fr/'

UCF

USF

Where: Tampa· When: Aug. 31

Last meeting: The Knights beat
South Florida2-1 on Aug.25,2005.

Marshall coach joins UCF
MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

The UCF Volleyball program
welcomed a new edition to their
team Friday when head coach
Meg Colado announced the hiring of 'Ii:'evor Theroulde as a new
assistant coach.
A native of Trincity, Trinidad,
Theroulde joins the tJCF coaching staff after spending four seasons as a volunteer assistant at
Marshall.
"I am excited to have the
opportunity to welcome 'Ii:'evor
to my staff:'' Colado said in a
release. "His knowledge and

experience with the game of volleyball will help our team prepare for the tough Conference
USA competition we will be facing this season."
During his time at Marshall,
the Thundering Herd captured
the 2005 Conference USA title.
That same year, Theroulde
graduated from Marshall with a
bachelor's degree in physical
education sports marketing and
management.
Theroulde's experience also
extends beyond Marshall, as he
was a head coach of the Trinidad
PLEASE SEE
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Women's Soccer adds four to 2007 roster

Magic get
Rakovicin
trade-with
Mavericks

selection Roberta Pelarigo.
''.Aline reminds me of (former two-time Mexican World
Cup goalkeeper and striker)
Jorge Campos," Cromwell said
in a release. "She is extremely
athletic and could probably
start for us on the field with her
ability on the ball. Her experience, distribution, understanding of the game and technical
ability with her feet will definitely add a whole different
perspective from the goal."
Gustafsson, a 5-foot-7-inch
forward and outside midfielder
from Upplands Vasby, Sweden,
has played for Division I club
Bollstanas SK. She also trained
with Djurgarden, one of
Sweden's top teams.
"Kimberly is an exciting
· attacking player from Sweden

Recruits bring local, international experience
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

UCF Women's Soccer
coach Amanda Cromwell
announced June 25 that
Amaka Ofuani, Danielle Dos
Santos, Aline Reis and
Kimberly Gustafsson signed
with the Knights as part of
the team's 2007-08 recruiting
class.
Ofuani, a 5-foot-6-inch
forward from Tallahassee, is
transferring to UCF after
playing one year
at
Armstrong Atlantic State
University, a Division II
school in Savannah, Ga. She
recorded 10 goals and three
assists in 23 games and
earned All-Peach Belt AtLarge honors.
Prior to attending AASU,
Ofuani was a four-time letter
winner for Lincoln High
School, where she holds the

WOODY WOMMACK
Staff Writer

After rumors flew all week
long leading up to Thursday's
draft about proposed trades
for names like Kevin Garnett,
Amare Stoudamire and Kobe
Bryant, it was the Orlando
Magic that made the first
deal on draft day, swapping
the 54th overall pick to the
Houston Rockets in exchange
for cash considerations.
The Magic didn't make
their first pick until the second round, nearly four hours
after the draft started, when
they selected North Carolina
forward Reyshawn Terry
with the 44th overall pick,
but quickly traded his rights
to Dallas for the rights to the
60th overall pick, forward
Milovan
Rakovic
from
Serbia.
Magic general manager
Otis Smith said he expects
Rakovic to stay overseas to
continue to grow as a player.
''We picked up a big guy
that we could
let develop ....
He's a big raw
talent
that
will probably
need another
year to develRakovic
op,"
Smith
said.
It's become common practice for NBA teams to select
international players late ill
the draft and let them develop before bringing them over
to compete for playing time.
The Magic now shift their
focus to free agency. Players
became free agents Sunday at
12:01 a.m., but contracts cannot be signed until the salary
· cap is set later this month.
Smith said the Magic have
already begun to narrow
down the list Qf players they
will go for, and said that finding a legitimate scoring
threat is definitely a priority.
"We need somebody to
score the ball," Smith said.
The top of the draft went
as expected with the Portland
Trailblazers selecting Greg
Oden from Ohio State with
the number one pick, followed by Seattle, who selected Kevin Durant from Texas.
Three players from the
University of Florida went in
the top 10 picks of the draft,
with Al Horford going third
to the Atlanta Hawks, Corey
Brewer going seventh to the
Minnesota Timberwolves
and Joakim Noah going ninth
to the Chicago Bulls. It was
the first time in NBA Draft
history that three players
from the same school had
been taken in the top 10 picks.
Two other members of
Florida's
back-to-back
National
Championship
Team were also selected in
the second round: forward
Chris Richard was selected
by the Timberwolves with
the 4lst pick and guard
Taurean Green was taken
52nd by Portland.
Another in-state player
was selected in the first
round. Florida State forward
Al Thornton was selected
14th by the Los Angeles
Clippers. ·
Only one player from
Conference USA was selected in the draft, Morris
Almond, the guard from Rice
that ended UCF's basketball
season with a game winning
3-pointer in the C-USA tournament, was selected with
the 25th pick by the Utah
Jazz.
Next up is the Orlando
Pepsi Pro Summer League
that takes place from July 9-13
at the RDV Sportsplex in
Maitland.

school record with 70 career season, Dos Santos was
goals. She was named to the named
to
the
2006
All-Big Bend team by the Daktronics All-Southeast
Tallahassee Daily Democrat Region Second Team.
all four years.
In 2005, she was named
'~aka might be the
the Gulf South Conference
fastest player that we have Eastern Division Freshman
ever had at UCF," Cromwell of the Year and selected to
said in a press release. "She is the All-South Region First
an extremely dangerous Team.
player wl;io will stretch the
''We are extremely excitfield and add a nice change .ed
about
Danielle,"
of pace to our attack. Her Cromwell said in a press
year at Armstrong Atlantic release. "She is a fast, quick,
helped her improve her technical, and a sophisticatgame."
. ed player who adds ·that
Dos Santos, a 5-foot-7- South American flair. Her
inch
forward
from work ethic is fantastic, and
Campinas, Brazil, is coming she should make a signifito the Knights after two sea- cant impact this season"
sons with Lincoln Memorial
Reis, a goalkeeper, also
University in Harrogate, grew up Campinas. Reis and
Tenn. She scored 12 goals Dos Santos played for the
and recorded six assists in 13 · Guarani Football Club that
matches before being side- produced former UCF
lined with an injury.
standout and two-time AllDespite the shortened Conference USA First Team

who has played at some of the
highest levels in Europe at a
very young age," Cromwell said
in a release. "She has pace, a
nose for the goal and sophistication not uncommon with the
international player. We expect
big things from Kimberly in her
four years at UCF."
The Knights went ll-5-2 in
the 2006 regular season They
were even better against
Conference USA competition,
posing a 7-1-1 record. The
Knights earned the No. 2 seed
in the C-USA Championship,
but were eliminated in the
quarterfinals by No. 7 seed,
UAB, 2-1 in double overtime.
The Knights have now
signed 10 players to their 2007
team. The Knights signed the
other six players on Feb. 9.
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430 Kane Ct. Oviedo, Fl 32765
Oviedo, Fl 32765
Tel: 407 359.1999
Fax: 407.359.1969
www.UniversalAutoBody.com

Freeman brings 32 years of
Division I experience to UCF

,,

FROM All

"It ·i~ a great thrill to be
here with coach O'Leary
and his staff."

includes five seasons at
Purdue (1992-96), eight seasons at Arizona State (198491), three seasons at his alma
mater, San Diego State, (198183) and six seasons at
Hawaii.,
Freeman
Freeman fills the vacancy
on the Knights coaching staff
left by Joe Gilbert, who did
not have his contract
renewed for the 2007 season player has started at least 10
"It is a great thrill to be games in each of the last two
here with coach O'Leary and seasons. Smith and Sitton
his staff," Freeman said in a started every game in the
release. "I have followed the 2005 and 2006 season
progress of the Knights over
As a player, Freeman
the last three years and hav- spent his first two years of
ing just completed a tour of college at San Diego City
the facilities, this is a fabu- College before .transferring
lous place. I also met with to SDSU where he was a part
some of the athletes and I am _ of two College Division
very, very impressed. I look National
Champion~hip
forward to the challenges of team,s in 1967 and 1968. He .
Conference USA and being a began his coaching career as
part of things here."
_
a graduate assistant for the
Freeman will be taking Aztecs in 1969.
over a solid line that includes
Several players coached
senior Kyle Smith and jun- by Freeman have had suciors L.J. Anderson, Patrick cessful careers on the profeslevel,
including
Brown and Josh Sitton Each sional

TOM FREEMAN, OFFENSIVE LINE COACH

•

Randall McDaniel, who was
a 12-time Pro Bowl selection
in the National Football ·
League. McDaniel played
under Freeman at Arizona
State.
UCF opens its 2007 season on Sept. I at North
Carolina State at 6 p.m. The
Knights will debut at their
new on-campus home,
Bright House Networks
Stadium, on Sept. 15 against
Texas at 3:30 p.m. That game
will air on ESPN2.
UCF will play on campus
for the first time after spending the previous 28 seasons
at Florida Citrus Bowl in
downtown Orlando.

Knights to face five
top 50 schools in '07
Before heading back
home, the Knights will head
in double overtime on Oct. to Massachusetts to take on
Boston University on Sept
14.
UCF will compete in 18 17.
Next on the schedule
games this year, eight of
which will be played at the will be the UCF Invitational
which takes place Sept. 21UCF Soccer Complex.
The Knights proved to 23 where they will face
be more of a threat on their ' College of Charleston and
home turf, losing only one Wofford.
UCF's next eight matchof their seven home matches last season, with a 3-2 loss es will feature five conference opponents including
to Wright State on Sept. 10.
Before the beginning of SMU, Fill, Kentucky, Tulsa
their season, the Knights and UAB. The other three
will host two pre-season matches come against Saint
games against St. Leo and Louis, Charlotte and North
Jacksonville, Aug. 18 and Florida.
Last year the Knights finAug. 24, respectively.
UCF will kick off its reg- ished with a 3-3-2 record in
ular season on Aug. 31 when conference games.
The Knights will close
they travel to Tampa to face
out their season with two
in-state rival South Florida.
The Knights will then home games against confertravel to Albuquerque, ence rivals South Carolina
N.M., to participate in the on Nov. 4 and Marshall on
TLC Plumbing and Utility Nov. 9.
After its 18 regular seaInvitational Sept. 7-9, in
which they will face son games, UCF will travel
Cincinnati and Loyola to Birmingham, Ala., to
compete in the Conference
Marymount.
UCF will begin its home USA Championships on
schedule with a match-up Nov.14-18.
Last season the Knights
against another in-state
rival, Stetson, on Sept. 12 were ousted in the first
and will follow that up with round of the tournament
its C-USA opener at with a 5-0 loss to the Tulsa
Golden Hurricane.
Memphis on Sept. 15.
FROM All

Alafaya Trail

..

South of University, behind CB & S Plaza, next to Subway

3900 NAlafaya Trail· Orlando, FL32826 • 407-382-0199
')

Sick? Hurt?

We,re open every day.

Injuries and illnesses can happen anytime,
requiring a doctor's care right away. Solantic is
open every day of the year, providing prompt,
professional and friendly medical attention.

·i

.)

•Treatment for illnesses and injuries
• Onsite X-rays, lab tests and immunizations
• Physicals for school, sports or work
Come see us for the care you need to feel better now.

East Colonial
inside Wal-Mart Supercenter
I 1250 E Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
321-354-0112

l 1~rzl<Jrg'lnf!~
Great care. Fast and fair.
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Theroulde joins UCF after 4 years with Herd
As head coach of the

FROM All

Erima Patriots, Theroulde led

his squad to national league
titles six consecutive times.
Theroulde's commitment
to volleyball extends beyond
coaching. He aided in the formation of the River City
Volleyball Club in 2002, and
he served as a public relations
officer for the Trinidad and
Tobago Volleyball Federation.

and Tobago National Team
from 2003-2004. He was also
the head coach of the national team in 1996, when he led
his team to the national
championship. During his
reign, he was awarded with
the Caribbean Volleyball
Coach of the Year Award
(

Aside from his coaching
experiences, Theroulde has
also spent time as a teacher at
Trinidad's
Ministry
of
·Education. While there, he
helped create physical education programs for children
ages 5-12.
The Knights begin their
season on Aug. 24 when they
head to Atlanta to take on the
Fordham Rams.
r:
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OUR STANCE

Dear Bush, lefs talk
about stent cells
F

ireworks, barbeques and
Old Glory have put us in
a historical mindset this

week.
·The Fourth of July is upon us;
that wonderful celebration of a
letter our wealthy forefathers
sent to King George ill, detailing
where exactly he could stick his
taxes.
We wonder if the Founding
Fathers ever expected anyone in
power to actually read the Declaration ofIndependence and
take its assumptions to heart.
Did they really intend to change
national policy with a sheet of
paper, or were they just venting
steam?
Funny how things never really change. More than 200 years
later and rich people still hate
taxes.
Americans even have their
own little tyrannical George to
deal with.
A UCF biology associate professor wrote a letter to President
Bush, requesting a relaxation of
restrictions to embryonic stem
cell research.
What? Why are you laughing?
It could work.
Actually, on second thought,
that letter's DOA For some reason, we keep thinking of snowballs in hell.
No, the letter is not going to
change any of the president's
policies - the Senate tried and
failed to do that a year ago. The
president's veto on promoting
_embryonic stem cell research
remains as firm as it ever was: a
great wall of NO, keeping out all
the ghouls of a fundamentalist's
worst nightmare.
Usually academic departments have a policy about wasting paper, and we wouldn't mind
saving a tree or two either, but in

this case, we're going to make an ease, neither, as of yet, can give
exception.
us a wholistic view as to the
Even if this letter winds up in capabilities of stem cells.
a White House wastebasket,
To get an idea of what stem
which will most likely be the
cells can do, we need to
case, it still needed to be written. · approach the issue from all posEmbryonic stem cells are our sible angles: embryonic, adult
society's great moral dilemma.
. and cord.
On the one hand, they offer the
But unless '08 delivers us a
hop~ of salvation to those sufferpresident who will be more
ing every day from deadly and
open-minded, America will condebilitating diseases. On the
tinue to be ignorant about oneother, such research threatens to third of the puzzle.
be a slippery slope into a world
Not that the president is comwhere life is valued cheaply.
pletely wrong in wanting curbs
ori stem cell research.
·
Who's to say when a tightly
packed cluster of DNA becomes
This just in, German sciena human being?
tists announced last week that
But then again, who wants to
they successfully bred mice
be the first in line to tell that
using artificial sperm derived
Parkinson's patient that he'll
from embryonic stem cells.
have to wait for a cure until a
Using those stem cells, sciless controversial.discovery is
entists are able to craft both
made?
sperm and eggs, regardless of
Hard questions.
whether the donor was male
Hard answers.
or female.
Yet the White House and
The research promises to rid
some senators seem satisfied
impotency as well as being a
with leaving things up in the air.
steeping stone to allowing gay
Rather than engage in meanand lesbian couples to conceive
ingful discussions on the matter,
their own genetic offspring.
we choose instead to pretend
· Theoretically, as the donor's
that it doesn't'exist.
stem cells can be made into both
At least some of our UCF
eggs and sperm, it could be posprofessors understand the
sible for a person to reproduce
importance of keeping the disby himself.
cussion flowing.
That's just great. Can we
Not just part of pop:.culture,
blame folks for believing stem
stem cells have the potential to
cell research is amoral now that
greatly alter humankind's under- we face the possibility of perstanding and application of med- verted loners giving birth to
icine. It's an important field that
their own lovechild?
needs to be studied fully or not
But events like this only
at all.
increase the need for a serious
debate and responsible research
Adult stem cells and cord
blood are trotted out as healthy
on embryonic stem cells in the
substitutes to the whole embryo
U.S.
.
thing - they're the Splenda of
"'That's probably not going to
happen any time soon, but we
stem cells.
can't forget the problem and
Yet, while each offers its own
pros and cons toward curing dis- expect that it will go away.

Sonte
g's goofy
with Disney policy
T

he place where dreams
come true received a
rather unhappy injection
of reality last week. Disney was
caught with its guard up and its
pants down when the expulsion
and banning of four teens from
Disney World sparked speculations of racial profiling in the
happiest place on Earth.
So is Mickey Mouse a racist?
Park officials claim that the
teens were banned for loitering.
Apparently, you can't walk aimlessly around a theme park anymore. Someone should warn the
thousands of Disney ·visitors ,
now milling about the park like
cattle that they are on thin ice.
Perhaps Disney should invest
in a new slogan to help ease confusion about its new policy? We
think "Get on Space Mountain,
or get out!" has a certain ring to
it, especially if it's followed up
with a whimsical Mickey laugh.
Of course, Disney isn't going
to be showing families the door
because they paused a little too
long outside of the restroom.
Loitering on Disney property
will bring down the "Goofstapo" only when the offending
individuals happen to be young
and black, as all four teens were.
The teens join a group of
about 50 people expelled from
Disney parks over the past two
weeks, according to the Orlando
Sentinel. That group is almost
exclusively black or Hispanic.
So why does the media suddenly care about these four particular teens?
All of them were potential
recruits for FSU football.
SMACK! That's the sound of
a collective head-slap by all Disney officials.
Thus did Disney violate the

first commandment of business:
thou shalt not offend athletes.
Not long after the ensuing
media ruckus, Disney lifted the
teens' ban on its parks and chose
only to restrict them from the
Downtown Disney venue for
one year,
It's a weak gesture that neither the teens nor we can accept.
Disney can make all the allusions they like as to why they
chose to remove the total ban on
the teens. It's quite obvious that
the decision has nothing to do
with an admittance of guilt on
Disney's part.
Park officials aren't apologizing for the incident, and the
remittance of the suspension is
nothing more than an attempt to
placate angry Seminoles fans
and minorities who are now
screaming rac:ism.
Yet there is no evidence to
expect that if the teens had _n ot
been watched over by the _
guardian angel Celebrity that
Disney would have reversed its
decision any more than it has for
the 40-plus people who still
remain on the park's blacklist.
Certainly, Disney has a right
to protect its property and its
image. If security spotted a 40year-old man trailing a group of
children, they might want to
keep an eye on the situation.
Disney wants to keep gangs
out of its parks, and unfortunately, the stereotypical image of a
gang member is not a white kid
in a cardigan.
It's a shame that minorities
have to watch what they wear
and how they act whenever they
decide to take on the town. A
group of high school age, black
men seem to gather an unfair
amount of attention from nerv-

ous businesses wherever they go.
· It's not so much the use of
racial profiling from Disney that
gets our blood pressure up, but
the park's refusal to admit that
race had anything to do with the
banning.
So far, Disney's attitude has
been, "'So what? You caught Us,
but'we're not going to say we're .
sorry."
But how can you stand by
something you're not going to
admit to? Disney's refusal to give
specifics on exactly what made
the teens a threat to the park
only indicates that those reasons
would anger the public if they
were made known.
IfDisney wants to institute a
dress code or train security
guards on how to spot gang members, that's fine. But ifthe-park is
following a "no more than three
black men together at a time" policy; then we have a problem.
Disney would be wise to note
this as well.
As a major economic force in
Central Florida, it doesn't need
the backlash that will come from
accusations of racial profiling.
Protests, while not crippling the
financial giant, would nevertheless damage its extremely profitable reputation.
Not since rumors of pornographic images in children's
movies has Disney faced a challenge more damning to public
relations.
IfDisney doesn't want a million man march on Main Street
spoiling its press then the company will have to fess up and put
an end to its current security
practices.
If not, it's only a matter of
time before Mickey gets fitted
for a white hood
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We should be willing
to pay to better UCF
Crist signed a tuition
No one likes the idea of
paying more money, especially
increase bill that will allow differential tuition at the Univercollege students. We tear
.sity of Florida, Florida State
coupons, spend gas to find the
· cheapest gas in the area and
University and the University
hate the idea of tuition
of South Florida. Although
UCF is not included in the
increase.
recent tuition increase bill, the
That's why when rumblings
of a Florida legislature proposdecision sets the pace for
future decisions on tuition
al to allow public universities
to increase tuition and a plan
JENNIFER LARINO increase.
Staff Writer
From what I'm reading, it
to increase fees at UCF first
started, my knee-jerk reaction
would have been a good thing
was to scream "NO!"
if we were included in that bill.
Although higher education in Florida Although seeing an increased tuition
is cheaper than it is in other states, espe- bill at the beginning of the semester
cially for residents, the financial burden
would have its initial bite, where that
for families who are sending children to
money will take UCF will be our comcollege is still significant. The obvious
pensation.
reaction to making people pay more for
.for one, UCF professors and staff
something they once got for cheaper is
may be able to receive the pay increase
resoundingly negative. But then.I got to
that the university cannot afford to give
thinking.
them now. Such a move will keep better
Two big stories on the front page 0f
teachers on board at UCF, which in turn,
the June 25 Future displayed UCF's need affects the student's education tremenfor improved funding. Not .only does
dously. One c~ot stress the impor- .
the university desire advanced security
tance of excellent teachers to an excelmeasures after the Virginia Tech maslent education.
sacre, but UCF staff and faculty faced
Research can be expanded. Better
the threat of losing their yearly raises in classrooms, labs and teaching aids can
light of Gov. Charlie Crist's past veto of be brought on campus.
differential tuition increases.
UCF will also be able to move forWith all of these additions, combined ward with those security plans that are
with the day-to-day costs of maintaining currently halted by financial strain. Text
an' institution like UCF, it's obvious that
messaging systems that send emergency
the µniversity needs more money.
announcements to students' cell phones
It may seem impossible to have a lack and campus maps equipped with plueof funds with nearly 50,000 (and countlight phones could be a norm at the uniing) students backing you, but when you versity.
A small percentage increase on the
think about it, the bigger the population
tuition you already pay is a small price
you must serve, the more it costs to
for such benefits. A little more money
serve them.
Where does funding for public unifrom every student can go a long way to
versities come from?
improving our education and protecting
In large part from its students.
us.
This past Wednesday Crist realized
We students expect a lot. We expect
what presidents have long been trying
a quality education, with the best teachto convince him: that in order for public
ers in each field and up-to-date classuniversities to continue to improve, they rooms. We expect a safe campus envineed more funding, which means a
ronment. Most of all we expect a new
bump up in tuition is needed Crist had
and improved UCF each semester.
the same reaction as I did to initial plans
We have to give a little back; UCF
to increase tuition and utilized his veto
puts out a lot of good things for us, and
power.
as much as we hate to admit it, each of
This time, however, Crist was conthose things costs money to keep runvinced by unanimous support from
ning. If we want to enjoy the benefits of
·presidents ·o f 11 Florida public universibeing a UCF student, we have to pony
. up.
ties to pass a tuition increase bill.

READER VIEWS

Responsible use of
guns can save lives
After reading your editorial "Guns on
campus: the most dangerous game," I
felt the need to respond. First, I believe
you are addressing the wrong question
- :the question is not whether concealed firearms should be carried on
campus by UCF students; they already
are! What many students are not consciously aware of is that numerous law
enforcement and corrections.officers
from the feder31, state and local levels
carry their duty weapons on campus
while they are attending class. This
cadre of police serves the UCF community as a sort of silent backup in the
event all hell breaks loose, as it did at
Virginia Tech. As for your fear of them,
I believe that it is totally unfounded To
my knowledge, there has never been an
incident involving a UCF student who is
also a law enforcement officer inappropriately displaying or using a firearm on
campus.
I believe that the correct question
should be how do we, as a college community, develop a system so that even
more armed, trained personal can be on
hand to protect our students. Why
would I suggest such a thing? Because

when you are dealing with a homicidal
madman, the only thing that is going to
stop him is a bullet - his or someone
else's!
Many law enforcement agencies
maintain reserve and auxiliary units
within their departments. I believe it
would bode UCF Police Chief Richard
Beary well to consider creating such
units on campus and actively recruiting
students to fill these positions. I am sure
that Beary, having served with both the
Altamonte Springs and Lake Mary
police departments, is personally familiar with the cahber of students that UCF
produces in its criminal justice and legal
studies programs. Additionally, UCF has
Army and Air Force ROTC units that
could provide the type of student who
could be entrusted with this type of
duty.
Carrying a concealed firearm is a
tremendous responsibility. The power
of life and death is in your holster. It
takes a great deal of maturity, self-discipline and self-control to ensure that a
weapon is used properly. What we saw
at Virginia Tech is what happens when a
student lacking these traits gets his
hands on a f'rrearm, and what we also
saw is what happens when there is no
one there to stop him.
WILLIAM H.VAN RUN
ORLANDO

.
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FOR RENT:

~Homes

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

-~~.,___V-

KELLER
WILLIAMS@
R E A L T Y

Sales/Mktg/Promo Reps
Event mktg firm seeks dynamic reps
for on-going cc promos at Orlando
Airport Must have strong work ethic,
positive attitude, good people skills.
Fun FIT or PIT job, flex sched, great .
$$$,pd training. 888-691-1810.
Earn $800-$3200 Monthly
to drive brand new cars
with ads placed on them.
www.AdCarDrive.com

Busy Real Estate Office seeks
weekend Call Coordinator. Great
pay!
Call 800-535-291 O ext. 5990
International Auto Export Co. seeks a
buyer/purchaser to locate vehicles
online as well as dealerships
nationwide $11 hr
. Please call (407) 641-4691
Technical Sales

Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-$13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296

Telephone Actresses
Work from your own home. Flexible
full and part time shifts available.
Weekly payroll checks mailed or
through direct deposit You must
have a corded telephone in a private
area of your home. We employ
1400+ agents nationwide.
Great job for college students.
Check us out at phoneactress.com
1-800-325-6608

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421
ON FILE

AIR Clerk
(Rouse & Univ) M-F 1 :00-5:30,
$8-$12/hr. Record invoices and
payments, collections, and
customer service call overflow.
Excellent phone & computer skills.
Send resume to bllllng@slmsol.com

l.T. firm seeks motivated people to
assist our sales team. Flexible hours,
part time but advancement potential.
No previous experience required.
Students that have completed 60+
hours in 4-year Business or
Engineering program will be
considered. Please send cover
letter/resume to resumes@vistaits.com.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
...www.dogdayafternoon.net***
email resume: info@dogdayafternoon.net
Texas Hold'em Players Wanted.
Free to play. Win Great prizes.
Always looking for dealers.
www.allinpokerseries.com
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
JOIN OUR TEAM· BRING FRIENDS
Fast walkers to dist. flyers in Ori & surr.
areas. Start now, we'll train. Up to
$10/hr. Perks! Need car & cell. PT/FT
407 -359-5901 or 321 ·287-0757

Apt. restoration trainees painting, drywall, carpentry, tile.
Prior exp. a plus. Work near
UCF. Leave msg. at 407-251-2716
Good opportunity for students
interested in healthcare,
Need help to assist disabled man.
Good pay, Monday thru Thursday,
8:30pm to 10:30pm, Close to UCF,
Call John @ 407-678-1729.

Brand New Restaurant Concept Hiring
all positions. Manager, Cashiers,
Cooks, Bakers, and Mixers. Apply at
422 S. Alafaya or call 407-498-2064

Responsibilities include:
- Assisting resort gr.iesq
-Bui/ding mpport with I
-'-Managing tid«t sqles prote$$

Appt. Setters/ Telemarketing
Baldwin Park accounting firm seeks
enthusiastic people with clear
speaking voices to set
appointments for ou'r accounting
firm. Base salary is $10-$13/hr +
commission. Flex day time hours,
PT, professional environment, paid
training. No acct exp req'd. Bilingual
a +. For interview call 407-228-7333
Btwn 9am and 5pm EST
Monday-Thursday

/'!"

Q
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MARKETING STUDENTS:
Perfect Business Opportunity, now
and for your future! Check it out
soon! WWW.NDCS.MYBPl.COM

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

WWW.UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Rent &
Sale. Free 24/7 Website With Pies &
Info. Century 21. Rick Sletten
321-438-4568

E-mail:trishai@knightnewspapers.com
or call 407-447-4555
(enmd
~

Seminole Chronide

You're going to love this! It's FREE! All
materials are FREE! Please go to
mypowermall.com/biz/home/13996
and spread the word

:futtt•

Priv home w/ 5 large suites

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
212 condo walking distance to park, 3
mi. from UCF. Avail now! Incl. W/D,
$800/mo $500 deposit $50 pet fee 407·
923-66Q9
3/2.5/1 car garage. 3 parking spots.
Winter Spings-Oviedo, Gated Comm.
Barcley's Reserve off of 434 1600 sq.
ft. $1295/mo. Call 407-366-5807
Farm For Rent. 3 acres, fenced, with
212 home, horse barn and shed. Home
has 4 car covered parking. The farm is
located 0.6 mi east of Avalon Pkwy
btwn E. Colonial Dr. (Hwy 50) and Old
Cheney.< 5 mi to UCF. $1400/mo incl.
trash collection. 407-865-4684
3/212 House off Econ/Univ. Avail
immediately will consider August 1st
Fenced yard. Big common area and
rooms. Call Junior @ 321-278-1580
Newly built townhome,a mile from UCF
3/2.5bath,upgrade kitchen & appliance
washer/dryer, tiles 1st floor,
private backyard.community pool
call cherry or dante 954-608-4649
Home for rent: UCF area/ Beautiful
neighborhood! 3/2 w/washer and
dryer, 2 car garage. Ceramic tile
throughout the house. Available in
now! ($1,450/month)For more Info
·
call 407-948-8409.

2 Bedroom 2.5 Bathroom
Townhouse. Hawthorne Glen, close
to UCF, SCC and Valencia.
Phone: 407-694-4975
212 Condo for rent 1/2 mile from UCF.
Fully furnished,W/D,2nd floor unit.
$1050/month,includes water/sewer.available August.
Call Ana (407) 234-6511.

CONDO · Hunter's Reserve, upstairs
corner unit. 2 bed/2 bath. $980/mth.
Washing machine and vaulted ceilings
in unit. Largest floor plan. No pets.
Available Aug 1st. Call 407-230-2219
FOR RENT 2/2.5 Town house in
Cambridge Circle (Alafaya Tri) Small
yard, $850/mo. Call Reeta •
321-363-6345.
LUXURY CONDO for Rent · 3BR/2B
1O minutes from UCF. Hardwood
Floors, Granite counter tops kitchen &
baths, new appliances, swimming pool,
fitness center, Internet & Cable $1,450
per month 407-451-5137 (We only rent
to UCF students, we are UCF Grads)

3/2 condo in River Run. 1 mile from
UCF. Brand new, luxury living!
Skylights, garage, driveway, gated
comm. Never lived in. $1350/month
917-478-0501

2BR/2BA condo Brand new appl. 1100
sq. ft. 350 S 436 Winter Park, 32792
10 min to UCF. $900/mo. + sec. Water
incl. No Pets. Call 407-657-5451
UCF ROOM 4 RENT- $515/mo
Includes: water, electricity,
cable+hbo, internet, + WID. Your
own bedroom and bathroom. Pool,
Fitness Center, car wash. Female
Only...(863)521-1129.

5min from UCF. 3/2/2 single
family home all appl. Incl., tile and
laminated hardwood floor
throughout the house,
conservation area, $1325 plus
security. Call 407-568-7608.

Waterford Lakes, The Crest
Luxury Condo 2bd/2ba,W/D,cableTV,·
H/S internet, tel, pool, gym. Util. incl.,
$650/roommate, 407-247-6423 .

BRAND NEW Townhome in The
Biltmore gated community. 3/2.5, 2 car
garage, utility room, pool, fitness center,
jogging paths. Close to UCFI $1575/mo
Call .Karen 407-923-2779

1bd/ba Apartment for rent in
. Chuluota. $650/mo All utilities included
cable & high speed internet
Close to UCF & sec
Leave a message @ 407-341-5400 or
407· 365-4281 ,

Beautiful home in gated
community. 3ml from UCF 4bd/2ba 2
car garage & spacious floor plan ·
avail 1st week In Aug. $1700/mo,
deposit .is first months rent.
lawn/pest care incl.high speed
internet/cable ready in every room.
Call Marlene @ 321 282 8734

Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

Waterford Lakes Area
3/212 home for rent - available immed
$1200/month +sec. dep.
Call 407-701 -3639.
UCF - 4bd 2.5ba 2 car garage home
close to UCF. 2200 sqft, washer/dryer,
screened porch, green belt, security
system, community pool, lawn service
included. $1700 plus security.
Available 8/1 407-310-7626

$500 mth-all utilities incld.-2
furnished rooms avail w/private
bath-monthly contract-12mln to UCFGorgeous 5 bedroom home
w/communlty pool, gym & tennis
courts. 407-353-5208

UCF/Waterford Lakes· area.4/2.5
w/washer and dryer.2300 sqft.
500/month. Call 407-914-8284.

A bedroom in a four bedroom house
for $550 per month. Safe and quit
location, everything is new and the
house was just renovated. A furnished
room is a possibility. Colse to UCF.
4036 lveyglen Ave .. Orlando, FL 32826
Tel.: 407-913-4438

Available August
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest $975/mo
Clos~ to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call 407-496-0888.

Avail in July & Aug, 10 min. to UCF
10X8 $350, 11x11 $400. $200 sec.dep. All utils included + cable and high
speed internet. Furn. Call Steve 407267-4982

Duplex Available Now
3/2 $1200
11622 Shilpa Ct. W/D, Lawn care
407-580-9724

Christian female needed to share 3/2
home in Waterford Lakes. E-mail me at
·TLCDrearn.02@aol.com or check out
myspace.com/waterfordlakeshome for
more information!

Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go to
www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571-3659

FOR RENT:
I~
~ Apartments

Clean fem. for 3/2 apt. in Avalon Park
15 mins to UCF $500/mon. Avail. 8/1
Must give 1st mon plus $100 Dep. by
7/25 Call Christine 407-925"8369

1/1 available immediately.
East Orlando-UCF Homes
http ://nancepropertyinvestments.com
Share the Finest Homes In Town
$425 shared bath, $600 Private Bath
407 -334-6658 or 452-4995
Large 4/212 home. Like new. 10 min
from UCF! Upgraded Appl.
Conservation area
Very private. Students OK. $1495/m
Purchase Option Ok. (407) 341-9415.

Clean, quite female roommates-2
rooms avail. w/shared bath In 3/2
house. 10 min. from UCF.
$450/month includes everythingl No
pets. Short-term rental. Move In
August! 954-695-1981

2 month or full lease available! Colonial
Point Apts. Rent $730. Dep. $300. Call
Roxanne. 561-313-5944.
Brand new apartment complex 5 min
from UCF $604 includes everything!
Interested call 904-608-9763 for
more information.
·

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
4 bedroom house, 3 yr old neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 954-599-7523

CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE - 1.5mi to UCF
2BD 2.5BA 2 parking spots per unit,
$995/mo-$1000/Dep W/D,DW,MW
Roommates OK - 407-493-2723
q

Grape Juice Antioxidant Study
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antioxidant status .
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Flexible Shifts;
Unlimited possibilities
Sunglass Icon is owned by
Oakley and is a nation wide
company with over 130 stores.
3 new stores will be added in
Orlando this Summer!!!
If you are outgoing
energetic and sales driven

Call: 407.827.0110

•
•
•
•
•
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212 Condo Close to UCF in Waterford
Landing Avail immed. will consider
August 1st Water incl. W/D.
$900/month
Call Juriior@ 321-278-1580

East Orlando 3bd/2.5ba. Community
pool. lawn svc incl. Tiled, fenced,
fireplace, quiet neighborhood. No pets.
$1125/mo. Avail now. Call 407-9255619
Home away fom home! 5 suites under
one roof with common living areas for
5 individuals. $850/suite/mo all util incl.
with brand new bed and furniture.
Call 407-491-2176

ADVERTISING I

Summer Semester
Monday mornings
5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Truck or SUV required
$10 an hC?ur

possible 6th Bedroom) 2 Car
Garage. Econ/Lee Vista Area. 12
Miies From UCF. Minutes from UCF
College of Medicine and Burhnam
lnstitute.$1900/Month. First and Last
Required plus $1,500 Security Dep
·. Call J.P. 407-948.3884

·
East Orlando-UCF Homes
http://nancepropertyinvestments.com
Rent From $1800 and up. Many
Upscale Homes Avail. E.g. Photo
5/4/2 Lake Jean for $2600 All Appl. HS
Internet 407-334-66581716-0848

· Condos in Oviedo
212 for $1105/month.
211 for $1000/month. 7 miles from
UCF. Call (407)860-5200.

5Bdr/2.5Bath (Bonus room

Kitchen appl, W/D, corner of Alafaya
and Park Rd in Walden Chase.
Available August 1st. $1300/mo
305-772-5537

~ OPPORTUNITIES

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS

3bd/2ba/2car garage near UCF/research
park. Formal Living rm, dining rm, fam .
rm. Screen porch, big yard, fireplace.
$1475/month. Incl. W/D, Avail July 1.
Call Doug 407-920-5201

6 Waterford Landing 212 condos for
immediate or Aug. occupancy
available. All appliances incl. $975
mnth. 407-862-9200 x201

Oviedo near Mrktplace. Spacious
3,775 sf 4 bed/3bath, 20x20 game rm,
pool/spa. Incl lawn & pool maint. Call
Dario 321-287-6880.

Classified Sales Rep
wanted for the
Central Florida Future.
Outbound sales exp. preferred
Make minimum $8+/hr.
PLUS monthly bonus!
.
E-mail resume and avallablllty to
trishai@KnightNewspapers.com

rcT-1 BUSINESS

NOW HIRING

TOWNHOUSE NEAR UCF
2 Master Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms
1/2 mi. from UCF & Research Park
Close to Waterford Lakes Town
Center2 Parking Spaces, W/D
Included. $850/Month 407-310-6583

Gated Regent Park! All new
appliances. Rent includes cable,
internet,water,sewer & trash. Near
VCC,UCF & Waterford Lakes. Two
units available at $1350 monthly.
Also 212.5 townhome avallable at
$1400 monthly. Other rentals
available. Call Marisol Garcia- Exit
Realty Homeauest at 407-721-2424.

New 3/2.5 TH next to UCF

Web Services Admin & Software
Engineer needed for federal
contractor located in Research Park.
Full time pay w/benefits. Please
apply at www.infrasafe.com or send
resume to careers@infrasafe.com.

----Knight Newspapers----

21212 charming townhome in
Celebration. 2 story, W/D included.
Avail now! $1600/mo all util incl. 407·
346-9915 or 407-873-3734

New 2nd floor condos in

NEED A JOB???

Looking for a career in hospitality? 04?lf ~a positive,
professional attitude? Are you self driven\'- ·
Spherion" is looking for an enthusi~sii' C~ritef Service/
Concierge professionl!I Ip work for~!

Avalon - Spring Isle 3 bedroom, 2.5
bath with 1 car garage in gated
community with pool $1,500/month
available 8/1 .
Call 407-873-0952

Brief Physical Exam
Complete Blood Work
EKG Testing
Body Composition Anarysis
$300 Compensation

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to participate in
2 separate double-night stays.

For more information please call 407-303-4611

•>

(entnJ :Jloriba '1tture

• July 2,2007

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

A15

SUDO KU
2 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Electric, Cable, Laundry, etc.
. $425/month. Non smoking, non
drinking. Christian owner.
Call: 407·509-4737

..,

2 MIF, CLEAN, JR/SR PREFERRED,
ROOMMATE WANTED TO LIVE IN
HOUSE. 500 A MONTH INCLUDES
EVERYTHING NO ADDITIONAL
CHARGES. HOUSE IN TANNER
CROSSINGS < 5 MIN FROM UCF.
CALL 954-648-9594
Female - Free room.utilities, food
in exchange for childcare (5 & 8 yoa).
Hours flexible around college schedule.
Nice 4bdrm home w/ pool.
Minutes from UCF.
Call Debbie (407) 719-0721

F roommate needed for furnished 1/1
in a 4/4. $605/month all utif incl.
Available in August. Call Kristen at
407-921-3730
2 rooms avail in large 5/3. 2500 sq. ft.
Close to UCF. $575/mo all util incl.
and bi-weekly cleaning svc.
Call Jasmine 407-488-8575.
Unfurnished 9.6X10.6 within Spacious
3Bd 2Ba Furnished Home 5min from
UCF $500/mo W/D Cable&fnternet
included Calf 407-409-6206
Master bedroom, with walk-in closet
and priv. bath for rent. 4/2 pool home in
Casselberry $800.00 per month, incl.
util. F only to share with 3 other
females. Must Love Dogs
mrshammer@cfl.rr.com

M/F needed for 412 house in Avalon
Park. Furnished, private bathroom.
$500/mo all utif incl. Cable, internet.
Calf Maria 407-470-3824

F roommate 1 room avail in 4br/2ba in
Avalon park, close to comm poof and
fitness center $100 dep. 380/mo util
incl. Please call 407-758-0097

..

PEGASUS LANDING $51
MOVES YOU IN
Your own bedroom/bath in a 4/4.
Lease Aug.17 - July 31. $525/month
No other costs. Call Greg 904-5409401

F needed to share 5/3 with 2 other
UCF students. 5 min to UCF. $550/mo
most utilities and internet included.
954-436-8924

Pegasus Pointe- Will pay move in fee.
2/2, $560/mo. All utilities included.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY!!
Females ONLY.
Contact Kelma 787-951-6496

LOOK!!!
1 room avail in a large house close to
UCF. Includes in-ground pool, W/D, & full
kitchen. $350/mo. + split util. •
Call 407-712-4035, leave message.

short-term lease. CVI single. includes
meal plan, housekeeping, internet, and
cable. Call Steve at 727-687-3687

$375/mo. Avail. July 1st! Large
bedroom in house for rent. Screened
poof, high speed Internet, cable, W/D,
garage & full kitcnen. Clean, drug free,
NS. Mins to UCF & Valencia. Call 321432-7946 or email ditlet@aol.com.

,.,

Fun, outgoing F welcome to move in
between July 1st- Aug 1st. Free rent
until Aug, move in ASAP.Close to UCF
$416/mo +utif. Call Maggie 772-6314481 or magmbelf@yahoo.com

•

Looking for Roommate
2bed/2bath apartment at Colonial
Pointe. $450 plus 1/2 utilities
Female preferred
Contact Meaghan: (239)470-9624
F roommate for 3/2. Nice home with a
lot of extras. Deck, game room, fforida
room, etc. Close to sec. 15-20 min to
UCF. $150/wk all util incl.
Call Ryan 407-452-8637
SERIOUS STUDENT
Room for rent in 412 home In quiet
neighborhood min. from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must
like animals. Fenced Yard.
$450/ mo. incl. util.
Call Anna 407-365-2382

$128,900, Must self ASAP for
relocation! Beautiful condo and views,
tile floors, 1st floor unit, quiet friendly
neighborhood, all new appliances incl,
partially furn, pet friendly, tennis courts,
pool, spa, fitness center, clubhouse,
highly motivated sellers, this is a steal!
Curry Ford and Goldenrod area. Calf
407-923-6899.

31212 Home All New. 5 min to UCF.
100% finance avail. $5000 towards
closing immed. occupancy.
Angela Wingo, The Selby Group
407-482-8225

University House
Room in 412.5 Unfurnished
$445 a month/ Utllfties Included
FIRST MONTH FREE!!! 954-260-5431

WWW. UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Sale &
Rent. i=ree 24/7 Website With Pies &
Info. Century 21. Rick Sletten
321-438-4568

212 Condo 5 min to UCF.

FOR SALE
3 & 4 bedroom homes with or without
pool from $189,000. Close to UCF.
Calf Joyce Ungerman at Century 21
Oviedo 407-366-5837

5 min to l)CF! 2Bed/2Bath
Townhome plus Loft. New Flooring and
Carpet. Freshly Painted. 1 year
Warranty! Includes Appliances.
$147,500 Contact Patty Murphy,
Prudential Florida WCI Realty 407-7586725 or www.pattymurphy.com

Affordable Housing Options
Abound in East Orlando! Many options
near UCF. Call today for free list/tours!
No cost or obligation! Debra Horowitz,
Realtor, The Selby Group. 407-4828225 (Office) or 407-421-5645 (Cell).
2/2 CONDO 1,100 sf, 2nd fir, corner
unit. Near UCF. Reserved parking,
security, gated. Free cable, water,
tennis, pool. $150,000 407-671-5663
•**Phone# revised from last week

Tile & Pergo Throughout. Waterviewf
Built in 2001. Close to UCF, Highways,
and Shopping. $349,900 Calf Patty
Murphy of Prudential Florida WCI
Realty 407-758-6725 or visit www.pattymurphy.com.

Like New Hawthorne Glen
Townhome. 3/2.5 with loft/study. Built
in 2006.1915 hid sq ft. sec system,
comm. pool, walk to UCF. Call Brad
with
Coldwell Banker at 407-920-7800

New Town Homes
$199,000
Whisper Wood by Palmer Homes is
located on Goldenrod Rd. Just minutes
from UCF. Spacious 3/2.5 w/ enclosed
garage. All closing costs paid, $3000
extra for options. Zero down for
qualified buyers. Decorated model and
salesperson on site Sat. thru Wed.
For information call:
407-456-0547 I Fax 407-657-0547
E-mail Joe@PalmerHomes.us
www.palmerhomes.us
Winter Park 4/2/2 $299,900 with large
pool, lush landscaping, WP schools,
very nice home with ex1ras. Early
occupancy a possibility. 407-678-0393
Beautiful 2bd/2ba townhouse avail in
Hunters Creek. 193,000 sq.ft. Fully
furnished, all utifs and appliances incl
Asking 195k Calf 407-977-8085

BEAUTIFUL 212 CONDO FOR SALE
1 BLOCK FROM UCF! Waterfront,
NEW Carpet in living ,dining &
bdrms, Neutral colors, 2" blinds,
Celllng fans, Upgraded Lighting
Fuctures & Faucets, Premium paint,
lmmac. condition, Reserved
Parking, Motivated Seller just reduced
to $170,000. Call 954-600-2482 or
www.ucfcondoforsale.com

**BUILDER CLOSEOUT**

Roommates Wanted! 5 bedroom, 2.5
bathroom House. 5 mins from campus.
$500 a month including all utilities and
wireless internet. $200 OFF THE
FIRST MONTHS RENT IF LEASE IS
SIGNED BY JULY 10TH. Contact
Laura for details @ (386)416-9308.

NEW TOWNHOMES
$600 per month to own a brand
new 2 bedroom 2.5 bath
townhome with many upgrades in
gated community with pool. Only a
few left.
Call 1-866-380-7301 ext 2200
Free ·24 Hour Recorded Message
The Real Estate Specialists

ROOMS FOR RENT IN 4BR HOME
1 mi from UCF, oft' University. Pool
table, hot tub, internet, cable, utilities
incl. $500/mo Avail now! 772-359-2797

Cute 1/1 Condo $74,900. Goldenrod
and University area. $2K towards
closing costs. Call Natalie Garvin with
Keifer Williams Alty 407-716-8809

Beautiful 3/2 1496 Sq. Ft. Home
ButlerSellsHouses.com/PL57266
for Info. $229K. 2410 Radnor Av.
Near UCF. Call 407-221-7959
212 SE Condo, convenient to UCF,
Airport, 408 and Dovvntown. Orlando,
1st floor, screened porch, all kitchen
appl., ceramic tile & carpet, reserved
pkg., pool & tennis. $140,000. Calf
owner/agent at 407-999-5680.

FULLY FURNISHED 3/2.5/1 Walk to
all waterford shops/restaurants,
minutes to campus.·Move in Ready
HOA incl pool, fawn, ins, exterior
maint, security gate... Neighborhood
specialist Greg 407-222-7281
Waterford Villas 2/2's and 3/2's from
215K EXIT Real Estate Professionals

TOWNHOME in Waterford Lakes - 3
bed/2.5 bath with upgrades galore.
Very quiet and no shared waifs. For
sale or lease-to-own, $234,900.
Calf Ed Souza at (407) 405-8238
Keifer Williams Realty
Waterford Lakes, 3bd, 2ba, house,
conservation view, A+ schools and
safety, open house Sat. and Sun. 11 -5
Voss Realty 407-208-1502
Waterford Lakes
3Bed/2Bath/2Car Garage, open floor
screened
porch, new refrig,
plan,
new roof, concrete block. $248000
407-748-1488 or 407-748-1489
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NEW TOWNHOMES
$850/MONTH SUMMER SPECIAL
Own a brand new 3 bedroom 2.5
bath with upgraded kitchen and
baths, full appliance package,
gated community, pool,
clubhouse.
1-866-380-7301 ext 2201
Free 24 Hour Recorded Message
The Real Estate Specialists

Pool Home! 4 bed 2 Bath 1875 sq ft home built In 2003,
minutes from UCF, expressway
and shopping. Perfect condition,
beautiful yard, upgrades, excellent
Investment or famlly home.
$264,900 - priced to sell. Call
Frank at 407-252-7411 or Ryan at
407-448-2414

412

7

1st fir, Appl incl.W/D. Scrnd porch. Low
condo fees. Incl. water.basic cable etc.
$150,900 Realty USA Inc.
407-721-8874

Executive poof home in Georgia Cove
4 bedroom 2.5 baths 3556 sq.ft.
585k. Stan Sutrich,
Signature GMAC 321-303-6223

1/1 avail in 2/2 in Tivoli Apartments
1 YR lease begins July 26.
545/mo all utils included
Please call 352-478-9361 or e-mail
nastypupies@yahoo.com

Roommates needed in 3/2
house. Front/back patio.
2 miles from UCF. Bedrooms not
furnished. $425/mo, $525/mo for
master. New carpet, new paint.
Call 407-923-9281

212 950sqft Waterfront Condo
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through
9with no
repeats.

6

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Red and deep
blue
5 Young sheep
1O Spill the beans
14 Desire
15 Sibilant letters
16 Kind of drive or
dance
17 Comic Johnson
18 Begin's peace
partner
19 Makes up one's
mind
20 Rearview gap
22 Misplaces
23 Signal
24" Street"
26 Mesh fabric
30 Electronic
musical effects
33 Gallery display
34 Genesis twin
36 Ice cream brand
37 Damsel
39 Squealer
41 Farm structure
42 Take part (in)
· 45 Toasty .
48 Crow cry
49 Richard or Gene
51 Have
53 John Ford film,
"Fort "
55 Tic- -:foe
56 Pentium
manufacturers
58 Cuts off surgically
63 Choice cut
64 Workers' group
65 Sprawl
66 Veg out
67 Bogged down
68 Stance
69 Small storage
building
70 Penne or orzo
71 Side order, briefly
DOWN
1 Medicinal
applicator
2 British title
3 Opposed to
4 Foul odor
5 Renters
6 Urgent letters
7 PC feature from
1981
.

© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

8 Spanker
9 Concorde, e.g.
10 Women's loose
trousers
11 Faked support
12 Feed the k1t_ty
13 Armstrong or ·
Myerson
21 Sand hill
22 Volcanic flow
25 Min. fraction
26 Reputations
27 Shiraz resident
28 Brand as
disgraceful
29 Viscous liquid
31 Lugosiand
Bartok
32 Delays
35 Big letters in
Detroit
38 Attempted to
soundproof
40 Dance type
43 Point of soccer
44 SASE, e.g.
46 Domed room
47 Coli. entrance
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Last issue solved
exams
50 Country Twain
52 Skins on skulls
54 Middle East
leaders
56 Ailments
57 Ark man

59 Pound or Frost
60 Hammer or
hacksaw
61 Lohengrin's gal
62 Passel
64 Strike-caller, in
brief

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
Specializing in first time buyers and
credit issues. Great for students!
www.flnecarsoutlet.com
(407) 381-4444 or (407) 381-4220
2006 Suzuki Motorcycle GSXR600
white/silver 11k miles $6700
Please Call (386)848-5665

mt1
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FOR SALE:
General

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1• slate, feather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must self
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322

Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wopd, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
Beds: Alf brand new. Never-Flip PilfowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941

VIDEO JOCKEY
For frat parties, dances, etc. See yourself
on the big screen, psychadelic video.
386-574-7058/ fbnebula@juno.com

rm

MISCELLANEOUS

.

Vitamin C Research Study
Ages 18-40
Four Clinic Visits Required
Up to $200 compensation per
participant if you complete the study
Hours: 9:00am t<;> 5 :00pm Mon. - Thurs.
9:00am to 1:OOpm Fridays
Call (407) 332-5703

How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the

(entraf 1foriba 1uture
for as low as $4 an issue!
Online

..

Our unique combination of newspaper dassifieds,prlvate landlord listings and managed properties makes us
Orlando's complete apartment resource.

407-447-4555

www.Knightnewspapers.com/classifieds
In Person

apartments.com™
mar€ under one roof

•

407-447-4556
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University Court, Suite 200
(University Blvd. & Rouse Rd.)
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To place your classified call

or go to
www.Knightnewspapers.cqm/classifieds · ·
·

~07-447-4555
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*Offer expires July 8, 2007
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